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Balancing the
Five Lovestyles

Astrology’s
Four Faces of Love
By CHRISTINA RAI WHEELWRIGHT

By KELLY TOBEY

L

HERE ARE MANY ways for us to remember the
most important connection in our journey through
life, our connection to love. These are five major ones:
❚ Life sends us people to remind us of our connection
with love.
❚ Life gives us nature to remind us of our connection
with love.
❚ Life gives us ourselves to remind us of our connection with love.
❚ Life gives us direct interplay with pure spirit
to remind us of our connection with love.
❚ Life gives us the giving and receiving
of creative expression to remind us of
our connection to love.
There’s just one problem. If we’ve
found lots of love through one of these
five lovestyles, we may start to create
attachments or addictions to that particular style and neglect the other styles
of connecting with love. We can get lost
in thinking that the form we received love
through is actually the source of the love.
This is unfortunate, for life wants to teach us
freedom and wholeness. We can’t find freedom if we
attach ourselves to form because form comes and goes.
Whenever we get attached to thinking that just one
lovestyle can provide the love we seek, we lose some
of the freedom that comes from experiencing the
wholeness of the others. If, for example, I am attached to
connecting to love through my relationships, I may
be tempted to sell out on my love of self in an attempt
See LOVESTYLES on page 8

OVE DEFINES US as human beings.
We seek it, we want it and sometimes we desperately
try to lose it. Above all other emotions, love is the one
that creates peace, harmony and beauty.
Interestingly, most languages differentiate the various
types of love by using different words to more closely
define the nature of the feeling; whereas in English, we use
adjectives to clarify just what sort of love we are experiencing such as familial love, platonic love, erotic love and
principled love.
Astrology can facilitate a deeper
understanding of this most important
emotion and lend us some insight into
how we can better apply it in our dayto-day life. The twelve signs of the
zodiac are archetypal representations of
different modes of being, and through
an exploration of these archetypes we
can gain a broader understanding of
“this thing called love.”
In koine Greek (in use from about 300
BCE to 300 CE), there are four words which
are used for the one English word, love. I want to
explore each of the four faces of love and the connection that each face has to the archetypes of the zodiac.
Storge or familial love is the love that comes from
that sense of familiarity that can be had in a family experience or with people who become de facto members
of one’s family. When experiencing familial love, we
desire to protect and nurture, train and discipline, feed
and keep safe those who are ours. Storge is affection
See ASTROLOGY LOVE on page 18
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SOS: Save Our Natural
Health Products
By DAVID YAEGER

T

HIS FALL, OUR elected representatives in Ottawa
will in all likelihood (barring an early general
election) be asked to debate two bills which will have a
great impact on the natural health supplements available
to us.
I am referring to Bills C-51 and C-52 which were
introduced to parliament this spring. Bill C-51 represents
the first amendment to the Food and Drug Act since the
1950s. Bill C-52 is a Consumer Protection Act which
parallels and underscores some of the same themes
presented in Bill C-51, but with wider applications.
I became concerned that natural health products were
being dealt a multitude of blows – and I was not alone. This
summer there were public rallies in Vancouver, Calgary,
Red Deer, Brandon and Steinbach; and some 150 or so
concerned citizens demonstrated in front of the office of
Parliamentary Secretary for Health, Steven Fletcher, in
Winnipeg. Also in Winnipeg, several weeks later, over
300 people attended a presentation at the Caboto Centre
by Shawn Buckley, lawyer and President of the Natural
Health Products Protection Association, who has made
opposition to Bills C-51 and C-52 his mission.
So what is the big concern? Quite simply, Bill C-51
seeks to regulate natural health products by many of the
same standards that apply to pharmaceutical products
under the common heading of “therapeutic products.”
Health Canada (HC) says not to worry: “Natural health
products will not be regulated as pharmaceutical drugs;
they will continue to be regulated under their own regulations – separate from drugs and foods.” People like me
are concerned that HC has shown antagonism towards
natural health products and, once these bills are made
See BILL C-51 on page 6
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Tobias’ Sexual Energies
School is coming to Winnipeg

community
The Red Hat Society –
here in Manitoba and around
the world
By LORI BLANDE
When I am an old woman I shall wear purple
With a red hat which doesn’t go, and doesn’t suit me.

A

POEM
BY
JENNY
NY
Joseph called “Warning,” together with a thrift
shop red hat as birthday gifts – and the Red
Hat Society was born in
Fullerton, California.
Sue Ellen Cooper gave
her friend Linda Murphy a framed copy of the
poem and a red hat for herr 50th birthday in 1997
1997.
Subsequently, her other friends received red hats for
their birthdays – and the rest, as they say, is history.
The Red Hat Society trademarked red hat was officially
recognized in 2000 and the official International Red
Hat Day is now celebrated on April 25th each year to
coincide with Sue Ellen Cooper’s birthday. In 2008 Red
Hatters around the world celebrated our 10th birthday.
And what a day it was!
So why, might you ask, did this phenomenon of
older ladies in purple clothes and unique red hats take
off? Well, red hatting is based on fun, friendship and
frivolity AND food. The society is a worldwide network
of women over the age of 50 who have lived, loved and
learned our way through life and are now taking fun to
a new level.
By the way, we have plenty of ladies under 50 who are
learning the fine art of growing old the fun way. These
younger ladies wear pink hats and lavender clothing.
We believe that aging is not something dreadful
but an exciting process to be greeted with gusto and
anticipation, and should be enhanced with food, fun,
frivolity and new friends. We have no intention of
withering away quietly. We intend to sing, dance and
enjoy the next decades and embrace our gray hair and
wrinkles with the least amount of decorum as possible.
Red Hatting came to Manitoba in the year 2000. Shirley
Scaletta, a snowbird wintering in Arizona, was invited to
a Red Hat event. She enjoyed it so much that she decided
to introduce her Winnipeg friends to this fun way of
developing new friendships and support networks.
See RED HAT on page 5

Aura-Soma Colour Therapy
By ROSITHA JEANSON

C

OLOUR IS AT the heart of Aura-Soma. Aura comes
from the Latin root meaning akin to air. Soma is the
ancient Greek word for body,
while in ancient Sanskrit, it
designates a mysterious drink
tthat transports the soul into a
ddivine ecstasy.
Vicky Wall, the innovator of Aura-Soma, says she
rreceived this inspiration through prayer and meditation
iin 1984.
Wall, a practicing chiropodist, pharmacist and herbalist
was 66 years of age and clinically blind. She had no idea
w
what she was doing when she was guided to formulate
w
mixtures of different layers and colours of natural
m
iingredients into what are now called equilibrium bottles.
In this form of colour therapy, the client chooses four
bottles from a displayed set of 107 double-coloured
bottles. The therapist interprets the chosen colours, telling
the story of the client’s soul journey through time:
❚ The first bottle, the one that calls the client the most,
is the one that reflects his or her mission, purpose
and this life’s lesson.
❚ The second bottle reflects the client’s gifts and talents.
❚ The third bottle indicates the present perspective
from a superconscious level.
❚ The fourth bottle is about the present future – the
energies coming towards the client from the future
that can be received today.
Aura-Soma brings together the mineral kingdom
through the wavelengths of the gems and crystals;
the plant kingdom through the science of signatures,
herbal extracts and essential oils; and the colour kingdom
using the properties of colour and light.
Each bottle is divided into two layers. The top half
contains essential oils, natural colouring and crystal energies. The bottom half contains water, herbal extracts,
natural colouring and crystal energies.
The client takes home one bottle, shakes it and applies a few drops to the body once or twice a day. This
helps to restore, revitalize and rebalance body, mind
and spirit. ◆

Rositha Jeanson is a certified Aura-Soma practitioner
in Winnipeg. For more information, go to www.aurasoma.ca or phone 792-8723.
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OBIAS™, A SPIRIT channeled by Geoffrey
Hoppe, is part of a spiritual group called the Crimson Council™. This Council has the spiritual purpose
of teaching the use of energies on this planet and other
places in creation. Tobias and the Crimson Council
bring an energy of wisdom and love, and a perspective
from the other side of the veil.
The Crimson Circle New Energy Company, Inc. is
a global affiliation of New Consciousness Teachers.
The teachers are experienced metaphysicians, healers
and spiritual counsellors coming from a wide variety
of spiritual backgrounds, from over 80 countries
around the world (www.crimsoncircle.com). Shaumbra
Institute™ is the educational branch of the Crimson
Circle which trains the instructors of this school.
The Sexual Energies School (SES) workshop, called
“Understanding Physical and Psychic Abuse,” includes six
channeled sessions with Tobias through Geoffrey Hoppe
on DVDs, and instructor-led activities and discussions.
A negative sexual energy pattern manifests in a
variety of ways: feelings of humiliation, guilt and
shame; feeling mentally foggy and confused; feeling
like a victim, depressed and alone; and in more extreme
experiences, being sexually abused, having an addiction
to drugs, alcohol, or sex, or in being an abuser.
This three-day intensive focuses on physical,
psychological, psychic and sexual abuse. This workshop
is appropriate for anyone whose life has been affected
by abuse; professional facilitators who work with these
issues; and anyone who wishes to understand interpersonal
energy dynamics from a New Energy perspective.
The workshop is being taught in Winnipeg by New
Energy Teachers, Angela Fiebelkorn (Winnipeg) and
Sue Loves from Denver, Colorado, October 24 to 26,
2008. Check the SES website at www.tobias-ses.com
for more information. ◆

Recycle e-waste while you can

A

PROVINCIAL INITIATIVE, E-waste Roundup
provides an opportunity for people to properly
dispose of unwanted electronic goods. This includes
computer equipment, televisions, cell phones and even
rechargeable batteries. In support of this initiative,
numerous temporary depots have been set up throughout
Manitoba and will operate until September 30, 2008.
There is no charge for this service. All e-waste collected
will be sent for proper end-of-life recycling. No material
will be sent to landfills.
The E-waste Roundup program is in its second year.
Last year, over 305,000 kilograms – equal to 30 semitrailer loads – of e-waste were collected, recycled, and
kept out of landfills. For a list of what qualifies as e-waste
and depot locations, visit www.greenmanitoba.ca. ◆

Aura-Soma®
Colour Therapy

for Consciousness”
”A Tool
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! SACRED EVENING TO HONOUR YOUR
"ODY  3PIRIT THROUGH DANCE MOVEMENT  *OY
When:
Dates:
Price:

Saturday evening 7:15-10pm
Oct 4th, Nov 8th, Dec 6th
$20 at the door.
Bring a new friend 1/2 price
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Creating an Inner Balance in your life:
Oct 23rd 7-9:30pm
,ISTENING TO THE INNER WISDOM OF YOUR BODY
Nov 20th 7-9:30pm
!N INNER TRANSFORMATION ,IVING YOUR LIFE TO THE FULLEST
Dec 4th 6:30-10pm & Dec 5th 9am-4pm

Aura-Soma® is a non-intrusive, self selective,
self development system containing living
energies of colour, herbal extracts, essential
oils, gems and crystals.
Aura-Soma® combines the gifts of nature in a
holistic way according to vibration, frequency
and waveform. Colour is the key to linking
the vibratory power of these ingredients.
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Aura-Soma® is living colour. Colour, supported
by the energies of plants and crystals, is
applied to the body and the subtle energy
ﬁelds to help us to restore, revitalize and
rebalance ourselves.
For more information
or a consultation, call
Rositha at 792-8723
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Consultations are now available at Face Up Salon

(See calendar events pages for Details)
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Cover Photo: Chevy Volt (top),
Th!nk City (foreground)
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Unplugged no more: Plug-in EVs make a comeback
Who Killed the Electric Car?
Reviewed by SYD BAUMEL

I

MAGINE A FLEET of plug-in electric cars, from
sporty coupes to sensible SUVs built by every major
automaker, zipping down the roadways of California
with nothing but socket juice to power them.
You don”t have to imagine. You can see the real deal
in all its zero-emission glory in Who Killed the Electric
Car? California director Chris Paine has produced
an eye-opening elegy for a golden age of electric car
transportation few people
even know existed.
Replete with documentary
footage
and
eyewitness
testimony,
Who Killed the Electric
Car? proves that the
modern highway-ready,
plug-in electric car,
capable of travelling
hundreds of kilometres
on a single overnight
charge, is not the elusive
concept car of tomorrow.
It’s a blast from the past.
Manufactured in the
thousands by all the big automakers in the late 1990s,
these EVs (electric vehicles) shared the fast lane with
California”s gas-guzzlers until 2003.

And then there were none.
How did California’s EV revolution happen? And who
fomented the counter-revolution? “Who killed the
electric car?”
In 1990, the California Air Resources Board
(CARB) was struggling, as always, to deal with the
state”s notorious smog problem. Enter General Motors.
Its engineers had recently demonstrated a viable
electric car prototype. Seizing the opportunity, CARB
mandated that car makers doing business in California
begin introducing a small percentage of zero emission
vehicles (ZEVs) notably, electric cars like GM’s into
their fleets: two percent by 1998, ten percent by 2003.
In 1996, the electric rubber hit the road. Toyota, for
example, began leasing an electric version of its RAV4
SUV and Ford electrified its Ranger. But the sentimental
favourite and the star of Who Killed the Electric Car?
was GM’s EV1, a striking two-seater that, judging
by Paine”s film, stole the hearts of the thousand plus
drivers who leased it for $300 to $600 a month.
The fact that the new cars could only be leased,
not bought, hints at the motivation of the car makers.
As documents shown in Who Killed...? reveal, the
automakers not only resisted the CARB mandate,
they covertly funded a PR campaign to make it flop.
By 2003, with help from a predictably sympathetic
Bush administration, they succeeded: CARB retooled
its mandate for electric cars to allow automakers to
opt, instead, to bring small numbers of ZEV hydrogen
cars still at a safely distant concept stage to market by
2008. (This year, the mandate was slashed to require
even fewer ZEVs, electric and/or hydrogen, between
2012 and 2014.) The victorious automakers promptly
recalled their leased EVs and, in scenes that would be
hard to believe were they not caught on tape, manically
set about destroying the evidence the cars ever existed.
Passionate electric car lessees pleaded to buy the cars
and staged raucous protests and sit-ins.
But the automakers were adamant. They rounded up
the cars that had no use for foreign oil and scant appetite
for replacement parts and shipped them to their death by
crushing and shredding. Very few evaded the reaper.
If there is a romantic motif to this saga of steel and
rubber, it”s the love affair EV owners had with their
cars. Self-described non-car people like Paine and
celebrity EV lessees like Tom Hanks, Mel Gibson and
Alexandra Paul adored their EVs because they were a
joy to drive (fast and quiet), easy to maintain and in the
case of the EV1 a futuristically-styled coupe that looked
the part of an EV. When Big Auto (presumably in step
with Big Oil) pulled the plug, many EV drivers were
griefstricken. They shed real tears at a mock funeral for
their loved one, eulogized with bitter irony by the ever-

Who’s

Canadian companies that can sell their affordable
LSVs almost anywhere but Canada for low speed-limit
public driving.
So what’s in the EV pipeline? Here’s a preview.

By SYD BAUMEL

Ten years ago, General Motors was plotting the
death of its legendary electric car, the EV1, while
rolling out its new cash cow, the gas-guzzling
Hummer. Today, cars like the Hummer have helped
drag GM shares to their lowest level since the 1950s,
and the auto giant’s salvation may depend on the
Second Coming of the EV1 as a charismatic muscle
car: the Chevy Volt. If GM is on schedule, the Volt
will hit showrooms this September and begin selling
late in 2010 for $30,000 to $40,000.
The racy five-seater will pack just enough lithiumion battery power to travel up to 65 kilometres on a
six-hour charge from any grounded outlet. Like all
EVs, it will have rapid acceleration and, like some
others, sports-car speed: up to 190 kph. But unlike
pure EVs, the Volt is a PHEV that will carry a fuelpowered generator to recharge its batteries on the fly
and extend its range to over 1,000 kilometres. Its small
tank will come in flavours that use greener fuels, like
biodiesel, natural gas and even hydrogen.
Most of the other big automakers have also seen
the EV light.
See ELECTRIC on page 17

SAVING
the
ELECTRIC
Car?

E

VERYBODY, IT SEEMS. Soaring crude oil
prices, drivers desperately seeking fuel economy,
and tanking auto sales have conspired to light a fire
under the behind of the big automakers and breathe
life into small electric car companies. These days
the auto industry’s got a new mantra: it’s goodbye
Hummer, hello “Plugger.”
Cars you can plug in are finally trickling off
production lines. So far, these highway-ready EVs
(electric vehicles) and PHEVs (plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles) are few, the waiting lists are long
and the prices (usually) are way high. But that’s
bound to change as technological improvements and
economies of scale kick in.
Here in Canada, the dream of an EV
in every driveway could be delayed.
While EVs have been legal in
Europe and the United States for
years, Ottawa has yet to give them
the green light. This summer
it even put up a roadblock. It
prohibited electric low speed
vehicles (LSVs) from public roads,
deepening the frustration of two

Splurge Now, Save Later
MOST FIRST-GENERATION EVs are expected to
cost $10,000 to $20,000 more than their gas-guzzling
counterparts. Yet they could be a much better bargain.
At $1.30 a litre and rising, even the Toyota Prius –
the most fuel-efficient hybrid – gulps nearly $7
worth of gasoline to go 100 kilometres. For the
average driver logging 19,000 km per year, that’s a
$1,260 annual fuel bill. The cost of filling your EV
with Manitoba’s 6-cent kilowatts? Less than a penny
a kilometre, or about $160 a year.
The Prius’s gasoline addiction also produces an
annual carbon footprint of 3.2 tonnes. Not only does
this fuel global warming, drivers will have to pay for
it when/if a carbon tax is implemented.
In contrast, plug an EV into the Manitoba grid and
nearly all its power will come from big hydro (small
carbon footprint) and a growing number of wind
farms (tiny footprint). That’s a mere 50-kilogram
carbon footprint – less than two percent of the Prius
footprint and less than one percent of the average
non-hybrid car.
Fuel isn’t the only thing that’s cheap about driving
an EV. Liberated from the internal combustion
engine and the myriad of high-maintenance parts

green Ed Begley, Jr.
Not surprisingly, the automakers have insisted from
day one that lack of consumer demand, not shortsighted
corporate greed, killed the electric car. Who Killed...?
makes the carmakers” claim seem ludicrous and (less
persuasively) argues that GM even designed its EV1 ads
to make the cars unappealing (watch the film and judge
for yourself). Instead, GM threw its fortune behind the
anti-EV1: the Hummer.
If there’s a happy ending to Paine’s technosociological
tragedy, it”s that in the two years since An Inconvenient

Big Auto goes electric

Tesla Motors Roadster

that go with it, electric cars that have been on the
road for many years (discontinued models, retrofits,
prototypes) have earned a reputation for being
refreshingly easy on the wallet. And while the
cost of replacing the expensive lithium batteries in
typical new EVs could wipe out all those savings,
they carry a life expectancy of about ten years or
200,000 kilometres. By then, replacement batteries,
ultracapacitors or other energy storage media will
likely pack a lot more power for a lot less dollars.
$4000 break
The government may also be easy on your wallet. In
Manitoba, hybrid buyers get a $4000 break from the
provincial and federal governments. Emission-free
EVs should earn at least the same reward. On the
other hand, it’s possible that punishment will be in
store for buyers of new gas-guzzlers, like a tax on
the 50 to 100 tonnes of carbon the autos spew during
their lifetimes.
Finally, flash forward ten years. You and your
neighbour are selling the brand new cars you bought
in 2010. How much will his peak oil guzzling dino
fetch compared to your kilowatt-sipping EV?
SB

Truth began lifting the scales from climate-changedenying eyes, the auto industry has had to back up the
truck. The Hummer is now a 6400-pound albatross
around GM”s neck, and the shell-shocked automaker
is scrambling to mass market a plug-in electric car by
2010. GM boasts its Chevy Volt EV will be based on the
breakthroughs of the EV1.
Who Killed the Electric Car? Directed by Chris Paine.
Produced by Papercut Films, 2006. DVD: Sony Picture
Classics, 93 minutes, $22.97.
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plant-based
View from the Veg
By THE VEGHEADZ

The Humble Potato Sways History

I

T’S AMAZING TO READ about the role the
potato has played in history. No wonder the human
population of earth has continued to swell, with the
nutritious potato filling bellies from infancy to old age.
Wherever the potato has taken root, the population
numbers climb. Consider these nuggets from history:
❚ In Sweden, from 1750 to 1850, the population doubled
because of peace, prosperity – and potatoes. As
a result of too many people in too small an area,
millions emigrated, mainly to the United States, but
also to Canada. One of the Vegheadz’s ancestors
came to Manitoba in those waves of immigration
which occurred from 1850 to 1910.
❚ In Ireland, potatoes became the subsistence food for
the peasants. This was because their gardens were
kept small by the ruling classes. Because potatoes
gave the most nourishment in the least space, the
peasants relied on them too much.
By the 1800s, the potato had become the staple crop
across Ireland. More than three million peasants
subsisted on the spud which we now know is rich in
protein, carbohydrates, minerals, and vitamins such
as riboflavin, niacin and Vitamin C.
The problem with mono-cropping, though, is that it
becomes a feast for bugs and disease – which is what
happened in 1845. Disaster struck in the form of a
blight that wiped out the potato crop. In the next six
years, due to repeated crop failures and lack of help
from other countries, especially England, millions
died and millions left Ireland for England, Australia
and the United States.
❚ In its homeland of Peru, the potato has been venerated
for thousands of years. The Quechua language reflects
this adoration in more than one thousand words to
describe potato varieties. Inca people worshipped
potato gods and celebrated rituals to ensure the success
of their potato crops.
❚ Spanish explorers were the first to bring the potato
to a wider audience in Europe. Ship captains started
stocking more potatoes for long voyages when they
noticed that sailors who ate potatoes didn’t get scurvy.
❚ Sex sells! The potato was more acceptable in various
countries after claims were made that it was an
aphrodisiac.

❚ Canadian potato cultivation started in the early 1600s
in Nova Scotia and gradually spread across the
country. Now, Prince Edward Island and Manitoba
rank as the top potato producers in Canada. For
Manitoba, its $60+ million income is no small
potatoes. The ripple effect through the economy is
estimated at three times that amount.
Of course, there’s always a dark side to every good
thing. In the case of the potato, light makes the toxic
substances worse. Always store potatoes in the dark
and cut away any green under the skin. Indigestion can
result from eating the solamine that the green represents.
Also, don’t eat the sprouts from the eyes.
Some people are sensitive to the nightshade plants
which includes potatoes,
tomatoes,
peppers,
eggplant and tobacco.
Those who have arthritis
have often been counseled
to avoid potatoes. (Yet at
www.consumerhealth.org,
arthritis patients are urged
to eat more foods high in
potassium, which the potato has
in abundance.)
For best health, eat boiled, steamed or baked potatoes.
Avoid frying on the stove or in a deep-fryer. Chips in
the bag somehow lose a lot of their potassium, gain
major salt and deliver excess calories.
Here are a couple of recipes we’ve adapted from the
Internet:

Apple Pie with Potato Crust
For the crust:
4 T. butter or oil
3/4 C. flour
1/2 t. salt
1/2 t. baking powder
1 pound potatoes (3 medium potatoes)
For the filling:
2 large apples or 3 smaller ones (tart variety is best)
Sugar to taste
1/8 t. ground cloves
1 t. cinnamon
2 T. butter or butter substitute
Boil the potatoes in their jackets for about 20-25
minutes or until tender. When ready, drain off the water
(save it for soup). Peel and mash while still hot.

N
N

V.I.P. Special
Relax with a Sauna & Whirlpool Soak

N
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Yoga, Dahn Hak Tai Chi & Belly Dance
TUBSUJOH"VH

Services we offer:

~Wellness Soaks ~Body Wraps ~Acupuncture
~Pedicures ~Manicures ~Artificial Nails
~Hair Removal ~Sauna & Whirlpool Soaks
~Massage ~Aromatherapy ~Spa Packages
~And Much More

N
N

Lack of exercise and bad circulation
Weight Loss
Tired and sore muscles
Poor digestion, constipation
Arthritis, back pain
Nervousness, insomnia
Chronic conditions

The Chi Machine & Far Infrared
treatment are for you.
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Licenced Massage Therapist
Licenced Esthetician or Licenced Nail Technician
Licensed Electrolysist
Email or drop resume off at Serenity Oasis
Main Floor, Canad Inn, Portage la Prairie
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Thai-style Potato & Veggie Stew
6 large potatoes cut in quarters
1 1/4 C. vegetable broth
1 1/4 C. coconut milk (unsweetened)
2-inch piece fresh ginger, with skin, sliced 1/4-inch,
1/4 t. crushed red chili flakes
(depending upon spiciness desired)
1 stalk fresh lemongrass, split and cut in 2-inch pieces
1 small red onion, cut in thin, 1/4-inch julienne strips
1 red bell pepper, chopped
1 1/2 C. snap or snow peas, chopped
1 T. chopped garlic
2 T. cornstarch
2 T. soy sauce
In a large pot, combine potatoes, chicken broth,
coconut milk, ginger, chili flakes, lemongrass, onion
and garlic. Bring to a simmer. Cover with a tight-fitting
lid and cook until potatoes are three-quarters done,
about 15 minutes. In a small bowl, whisk together cornstarch and soy sauce and stir mixture into the simmering stew. Add red bell pepper and peas.
Bring to a simmer again, cover, cook about 5 minutes until vegetables are almost tender but still firm.
Sprinkle each serving with a little chopped cilantro and
sliced green onion. Pass the remaining garnishes at the
table: limes for squeezing into soup, soy sauce for drizzling and Asian chili sauce for spiciness if desired.

My idea of heaven is a great big
baked potato and someone to
share it with.
Oprah Winfrey

If you have problems with:
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In a separate bowl, rub the butter or oil into the flour.
Add the salt and baking powder and mix well. Add the
mashed potatoes and knead gently for a few minutes.
When the dough is ready, divide into two pieces and
roll into circles or squares of equal size for an ovenproof pan (about 9” diameter).
Grease the pan. Place one of the dough circles in the
pan and arrange the cored and sliced apples on it in
flat layers. Sprinkle with sugar, cinnamon, and ground
cloves, and dot with butter. Cover with the other circle
of dough and pinch the edges together.
Bake in a 325º oven for 30-40 minutes, rotating the
pan after 15 minutes to ensure even cooking.
Serve with non-dairy ice cream, or silken tofu with a
bit of honey or maple syrup blended in.

MINDFULNESS-BASED
THERAPY
The Hakomi Method
With

Donna Martin, M.A.
Hakomi is perhaps the first modern psycho- therapy
method to use mindfulness for self-study and
emotional healing. The method can be used by
therapists of all kinds and by individuals who want
to be skillfully mindful and compassionate in how
they relate to others. There are strong parallels to
Buddhist teaching and the path of the bodhisattva
– service to others as spiritual practice. The
foundational state of mind of this method is that of
Loving Presence.
Donna Martin, from Canada, is internationally
known as a Hakomi trainer and therapist.

I’d be delighted to introduce you to
HTE Canada.
Products and Business Opportunities.

September 27, 2008 12 noon - 6 pm
September 28, 2008 11 am - 4:30 pm
COST:
$250 if paid before September 2, 2008
$300 if paid after September 2, 2008
Location: 18 Jewett Bay
Winnipeg, MB

Joan McLaren

Contact: Luella Sinha, (204) 489-8635
lrs1@mts.net

DATE:

Lie down, relax, and let it happen!

Ph. 489 5017
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plant–based
21st Century Kosher
SHOULD MODERN RELIGIOUS Jews “go veg”?
A new documentary argues that a plant-based diet
is very much in the spirit of biblical Jewish teachings about environmental stewardship, kindness to
animals and compassion for the poor. Mixing biblical

passages (read by veteran character actor Theodore
Bikel) with interviews of contemporary environmentalists, rabbis and vegetarian activists, A Sacred Duty:
Applying Jewish Values to Help Heal the World can
be viewed online at asacredduty.com. (Aquarian coeditor Syd Baumel was a consultant on the film.)

Walnut Street
Tea Room,
Carman, MB

FOR SALE
Studio • Workshop • Gallery • Retreat Centre

$357,900 (building only)
call 204-793-8671

Beyond Local
EATING LOCAL IS A GOOD WAY to take a
bite out of your carbon footprint. How big
a bite? According to a recent study from
Carnegie Mellon University, for the average American household it’s like driving
1000 fewer miles per year in a 25 milesper-gallon car.
But what about eating lower on the
food chain? According to the researchers’
same “full life-cycle analysis” of American food production and transportation,
a family replacing red meat and dairy (the
most greenhouse-gas intensive foods)
with protein-rich plant foods like beans
and grains (the least GHG intensive) for
just one day each week is even better. It’s
like driving 1160 fewer miles per year.
“I shop locally,” lead researcher Christopher Weber told Science News. “But
there’s been so much emphasis on food
miles. We felt it was important to look at
the whole life cycle.”
An average family that drives over 9,000
miles a year, Weber’s study suggests,
can effectively “take that car off the
road” by following a locally produced,
plant-based diet.
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THE TAO OF WATERCOLOUR
Open your spirit with the experience of
wet-in-wet watercolour
and various forms of meditation

30 years experience

ARTIST: PEGGY PRENDERGAST

By appointment

Whether experienced or not in watercolour join a
studio class for 5 Tuesday afternoons

Call or email us at:
334-7415

“TO FIND YOUR SPIRIT IN WATERCOLOUR”

November 18 to December 16
1:00 PM to 3:30 PM
at 611 - 70 Arthur Street Fee: $135.00

257-1962

www.e-volvinglifestyles.com

For more information visit our website: www.redhattersofmanitoba.ca
Contact: Carlyle Andryo (204) 334-9170 or email: qtpie@pie@mts.net.

Presents:
September 27.
“Sacred Geometry and
Planetary Formations”
October 25.
“The Meaning and
Significance of the Sun,
Moon and Planets in
Astrology”
November 29.
“Understanding and
Interpreting the Natal
Chart”
Saturdays from 1-4pm @
Place Louis Riel 190 Smith St.
$5 drop-in for non-members.
Call D. Staley at 453-2717
for further information.

Email address:
northernmagicspiritservices@gmail.com

TO REGISTER: CALL PEGGY PRENDERGAST AT

RED HAT continued from page 2
In the fall of 2000, the Prairie Pearls became officially registered with
Hatquarters in California and Shirley was named the Founding Queen Mother of
her chapter. We have our own official lapel pin, an original design incorporating
our provincial flower – the crocus and the shape of Manitoba with a bright red hat
perched on top.
Currently there are 162 chapters in Manitoba, with 62 chapters right here in
Winnipeg. Chapters meet on a monthly basis, more or less, to participate in whatever
activity they choose. Most gatherings revolve around our favourite activities –
eating and shopping. However, some chapters do get out bowling, curling, golfing,
sightseeing and travelling.
An intrepid group of Red Hat ladies is organizing our third provincial convention
for September 19, 20, 21, 2008 in Winnipeg. The last Funvention, held in 2006,
was so successful that everyone is coming back for more. Imagine – over 350 ladies
in red hats and purple outfits having the time of their lives at the Canad Inns and
Casino on Regent Avenue – “The girls are back in town.”
By maintaining a thriving social community and offering a variety of group
experiences, the RHS encourages its members to get the most out of life. ◆

Manitoba Astrology
Association

Life and Body readings:
Tarot, Runes, Pendulum,
House Blessings
and Clearings,
Spiritual Consultation

Sacred Mov
ovements:

The Practice of Attention and Community
Come and experience a
movement
v
practice in the
Gurdjieﬀ tradition.
Weekend workshops and an
ongoing group welcome all
seekers. The only requirement is
an openness to the experiencee
of moving with otherss
accompanied by beautiful music.
For more information,
please contact Melody Newcomb at
237-7727 or anniemel@shaw.ca
w

Solstice Spa

Currently Hiring
Remedial Massage Therapists
and Estheticians
• Part or Full-Time
• Flexible Hours
• Great Experience

• Relaxing Work
Environment
• Competitive Salary

Do what you love without the business worries!

Solstice Spa at Elkhorn Resort
Call Toll Free 1-866-ELKHORN (ext 739)
Clear Lake, Manitoba 204-848-8739
breanna@elkhornresort.mb.ca • www.elkhornresort.mb.ca
Providing Distinctive, Memorable Experiences for Everyone, Everyday.
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BILL C-51 continued from page 1

application.
On Health Canada’s website, the government says its
goal is to ensure Canadians have access to safe, effective
law, will do what it wants, not what it has promised.
These two bills support a process that began in 2004 and high quality natural health products. I guess the key
whereby all natural health products must be licensed by word is “safe.” HC seems to be assuming the absolute
Health Canada. Those products unlicensed by 2010 will correctness of its process to weed out the “unsafe” ones.
Would Health Canada use the full extent of the
be removed from store shelves.
On the surface, that doesn’t sound too bad – just powers outlined in Bill C-51 to seize unlicensed
another move by the welfare state to look after my products and press charges? Shawn Buckley who has
welfare, right? Well, maybe not. One retailer of successfully defended clients against charges from
natural health products told me, “It costs on average Health Canada, believes that it likely would, based on
around $10,000 to hire a consultant to prepare all the its past performance.
Buckley says we have a system in place that works. At
paperwork and help a company to get its site license.”
present,
Health Canada can get products off the shelves,
She complained that Health Canada changes and adds
but it has to get a court order first. Within
rules, giving a short time for compliance. Big
companies can handle the stress, but small- This is a crucial thirty days, it has to satisfy the court as to
and medium-sized ones struggle with the time when we why it seized the product. If it doesn’t have
financial and paperwork overload, she said. must decide how good reason, the product must be returned
Individual product licenses must be obtained much we need or HC can apply for an extension. Under the
new bills, Buckley claims, no court oversight
by 2009.
to give up to the
How are the natural health products government for is required and no time limit involved.
A major provision in Bill C-51 really
doing in these applications? From what I
“safety”...
upsets me: treaties or laws of other countries
understand, the majority of applications
or international bodies can be adopted as
have been refused licenses. (Go to
www.stopbillc51.com for more details.) Now what am Canadian law without parliament’s approval. No matter
I to think of that? I have two choices: either I can be what amendments are put in place to create the appearance
grateful that Health Canada is finally catching up with of separate treatment for natural health products at this
the previously unapprehended perpetrators of natural time, any time the governing party of Canada would like
to introduce laws from other countries to “harmonize”
health mayhem or I can ask more questions.
Why were they refused licenses? How responsible is our standards with theirs, they will be able to do it without
Health Canada’s licensing process? Is it transparent to our consent through parliamentary debate.
Some writers warn that if the government is forced to
the public or at least to the applicants?
I know of an Alberta company whose tooth oil product withdraw Bill C-51 through the force of public protest,
(made only of almond, peppermint and spearmint oils) but Bill C-52 is passed, the provisions of Bill C-51 can
has been refused a license. This is a product that I have be adopted as Regulations under Bill C-52, and thereby
used safely on my teeth for years. The company claims bypass the need for parliamentary approval.
This is a crucial time when we must decide how much
that Health Canada gave no reason for refusing its license
we need to give up to the government for “safety,” for this is
the prime motivation that the government gives for offering
this legislation now. Personally, I wish to have the full array
of natural health products available to me. I believe they are
safe until proven otherwise. That, by the way, is the current
status of natural health products in the United States.
If you believe this as well, but are putting your hopes
in the death of the bills when the government may fall
later this year, just keep in mind that the current licensing
requirement was put in place under the Liberals in 2004.
No, we are going to have to stand up and make noise
en masse if we are to stop this juggernaut. Go to rallies,
sign petitions and above all, make your views known to
your member of parliament.
Let’s put our Canadian democracy to the test. Our
freedom of access to natural health products depends
upon the outcome. ◆
David Yaeger is a Winnipeg freelance writer.
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In favour of Bill C-51:
www.hc-sc/gc.ca – Health Canada.
www.newswire.ca/en/releases/archive/
May2008/28/c5101.html – Support for C-51 from
major supplement maker, Jamieson Laboratories.
www.tonyclement.ca/EN/3413/74793 – Minister of
Health, Tony Clement, on public concerns about
Bill C-51.
www.cffa.ca – the CHFA wants to amend – not
stop Bill-C51

Websites opposed to Bill C-51:
www.cnhc.ca – Canadian Natural Health Coalition.
www.nhppa.org – Natural Health Products
Protection Association.
www.stopbillc51.com
www.commonground.ca Go to archive and click
July, 2008, for “Bill C-51 – No Cure for What Ails
Us” and “20,000 Natural Health Products Lost.”
Click August, 2008, for “Bill C-51 Puts Traditional
Chinese Medicine at Risk.”
www.acoalitionagainstbillc51.com – Traditional
Chinese Medicine website opposed to Bill C-51.
What Part of No Don’t They Understand? Rescuing
Food and Medicine from
Government Abuse –
A Manifesto, a book by
Helke Ferrie.
www.mysweetspotproductions.com – includes support
for Bill C-51 protesters.
www.cand.ca – Canadian
Association of Naturopathic
Doctors. Click “News &
Events.”

Oct 24, 25, 26
Winnipeg, MB
www.tobias-ses.com
Angela (204) 895-9953
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High on Psychics?
Don’t be a “Junkie”
By RHIANNON

I

T’S THE THIRD time this week she’s come to
see me. She is frantic about the smallest amount of
communication she had with “him” and needs me to
see how he feels, what he thinks, and if the future path
is changed at all because of this small and minute bit
of progress. I sigh to myself and calmly tap into the
energies. Nothing has changed, he is still the same, and
in short and honest words I give her the reassurance she
needs that the future path is all on track. I don’t do a
full read, but send her the energy healing she seeks and
send her on her way, a part of me knowing that two or
three days from now she’ll be back, in that same frantic
mood, worrying about another small insignificant
thing.
Maybe it happened because of the old adage, “If we
have a reading, and you don’t take the path prescribed,
then the path will change.” Maybe she is highly
superstitious and thinks that if she steps on a crack she
should call her mother to find out about her back. Maybe
she’s just paranoid, or a worrywart, or maybe it’s none
of those things. Maybe she’s just a Psychic Junkie.
The term was fashioned long ago when psychics or
anyone in the spirituality, metaphysical, and alternative
health field began seeing clients who were returning
on a frequent basis for the therapy that in truth, they
did not need.
Their reasons for coming vary from needing an
update, to having new situations to explore that are
related to the first issue, sometimes they just like the
energy, and other times they just need someone to
talk to. The reasons don’t matter, but the fact that an
addiction has developed does. Gently guiding the client
to a more positive and strong future is always the goal.
With any form of therapy or professional assistance in
life, there is generally a rule of thumb for frequency of
using said service. Everything in moderation: see your
dentist twice a year, your doctor once a year, check your
eyes once a year, see your reiki healer once a week for
three weeks and similarly, see your psychic reader once

Breathe

Create

a week when working on a situation, and once a month
if you have a pertinent question.
Come for the right reasons and avoid falling into
the stereotype of being a Psychic Junkie. If a situation
is going to change the course of your life, certainly,
come. But don’t if the problem will resolve in a couple
days. Come if you’re feeling like a basket case, but
don’t if you’re looking for a quick fix. Energy healing
and psychic readings aim towards positive growth
spiritually, mentally, emotionally and physically. We
don’t do the quick fix.
Above all else, when seeking psychic guidance, reiki

healing, or alternative therapy, trust yourself and your
own intuition, and if I haven’t said it already, don’t be a
Psychic Junkie. ◆
Rhiannon is a Winnipeg psychic. You can reach her at
rhiannon_evenstar@hotmail.com

The Easy Way to Meditation:
a practice of presence
A meditation day guided by ChandraKala
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10, 2008
The practice of meditation is as ancient as the world is, and
is rich from a hundred traditions. It is for everyone and does
not require any special skill…
All that is needed is to make yourself available to open up to
higher energies instead of constantly being pulled down by
the constant traffic of unconscious thinking and mechanical
habits, which suck energy.

GROUP FACILITATOR: ChandraKala has been working
in the field of body-mind therapeutic approaches and
meditation for 25 years. She has been a very active
member of the Poona Osho Multiversity, in India,
during ten years (’92-‘02).
Address: Mediation Services Bldg, 1200 Portage Avenue, 3rd floor
Date: Friday, October 10, 2008 at 9:30am to 4:00pm
Fee: $85 before September 20, 2008. $95 after September 21, 2008

For more information and registration please contact:
1 (888) 823-3696 Email: contact@maykadeh.net

Transform

Express Yourself

Active Meditations
Our bodies are aching from long hours at work; our
minds are racing with thoughts due to stress and
tension from office, home and relationships - all
these add clutter to one’s body-mind. The belief
in an active meditation is that until the mental and
physical tensions are effectively released, a calm
and blissful meditative state would not be
possible or long lasting.
Every Wednesday, 6 to 7:30pm at
Studios In The Exchange (SITE)
4-313 Pacific Avenue, Winnipeg.
Fee: $30 per session.
For more information and registration please contact:

Phone: 1 (888) 823-3696
Email: contact@maykadeh.net

The Art of Letting Go

Learn to die to the old to be more alive in the new
A 3-day retreat guided by Prem ChandraKala

Individual Art Therapy & Expressive Arts
Workshops for Children, Youth & Adults
Darci Adam, MA, MEd, RCAT, CCC
problem solving and selfJoin
experienced
art
exploration honors and
therapist, counsellor and
integrates body, mind and
educator Darci Adam in
spirit to support inspired
a tranquil new therapy
change and wellness.
space in the exquisite
Helps children, youth and
natural setting of the
adults heal by accessing the
St. Norbert Arts Center.
channel of the imagination.
An experiential approach to
The space includes a play therapy space for children 4 and up.

Open House: Saturday, Sept. 13 from 1:30 - 3:00pm.
Call Darci for details!
Groups Include:
Art-Making and Mindfulness Meditation Groups for Children and Adolescents
Breathe Move Create: A Meditation, Movement and Art-Making Group
Astro-Art: Explore your Birth Chart (co-facilitator Sharon Wisemyn)
Woman Strength: Discover and Afﬁrm the Goddess Within
Soul Attraction: Explore Alchemy, Intimacy and Pleasure through the Arts
Free Play: A Creativity Group for Artists of all Kinds

Experience awareness, joy and connection as you
breathe, create and transform!
Contact Darci for Details 293-3869
or express-yourself@shaw.ca
or www.breathe-create-transform.ca
or www.snac.mb.ca (See Participate/Services)
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A process inspired from the Sufi wisdom, which connects you with who you are and helps you to free
yourself from some burden from the past. Every day, every moment, something is dying, something is
born. Our life is an infinite cycle of death and resurrection. But letting-go is not an easy thing to do
because we are mainly centered in the mind; and the mind is full of fears and doubts.
Out of fear we try to create false security by carrying and protecting loads of emotional and
psychological unfinished businesses. In this way not only we keep avoiding the reality of now but we
also create a hindrance for the natural flow of life energy. We keep clinging to painful feelings from
the past, expectations, hopes, dreams, illusions, regrets, believes, possessions, lovers, youth, jobs,
ambitions, attachments etc...
The process supports you to open up and recognise the issues where you feel stocked, tense and
unsatisfied with your life; where you are holding your energy and where you are compromising yourself
because of fear.
A loving climate of understanding is created around these fears and tensions, trusting in the healing
forces of a conscious heart.
Sufi meditation techniques, zikrs and whirling, creative exploration, let-go exercises, dancing, chanting,
writing, drawing, silence, deep guided relaxation and rituals : this experience is a meeting with the
´beloved` inside ... the best of yourself! This is an invitation to actualise your life, letting go of what is
already dead so that you can become fully alive in the ‘now’; and have a refreshed attitude in your way
to live your life.
GROUP FACILITATOR
ChandraKala has been working in the field of body-mind therapeutic approaches and meditation
for 25 years.
Traveling and working in the two hemispheres of the planet for many years, she has integrated
great eastern teachings in her energetic approach to personal growth. She has been a very active
member of the Poona Osho Multiversity, in India, during ten years (’92-‘02). She was responsible
for coordinating the “School for Centering and Zen Martial Arts” program, based specifically on
Zen, Taoist and Sufi traditions, as she always kept leading groups and individual sessions there
and in different countries of the world.
Address:
St. Benedict Retreat Centre, 225 Masters Avenue / Winnipeg, MB
Date: (Thanksgiving long week-end)
Friday Oct 10, 2008 (Normally the participants arrive the night before to be there ready to start the
next morning) to Monday Oct 13, 2008 (the group will end at 18h00)
Fee: $350 before September 20, 2008, and $390 after September 21, 2008 .
Accommodation and meals:
Sleeping Accommodations: $164.60 double occupancy (food and accommodation during the three days
retreat)
For more information and registration please contact:
1 (888) 823-3696 E mail: contact@maykadeh.net
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LOVESTYLES continued from page 1
to win approval from others. If a friend asks me to go to
a function, instead of checking in with myself to see if
this is appropriate for me, I might betray my own needs
and do whatever my friend wants, hoping to win his or
her love.
Conflicts can occur between any of the five lovestyles.
I may think that the non-material connection to spirit
is my only way to remember my connection with love.
But if I get addicted to this lovestyle, I may turn my
back on friendships, on giving and receiving creative
expression, and/or on connecting to myself or to nature.
Instead I might sit and meditate excessively, desperately
trying to find my connection to love there.
Or perhaps I think creative expression is my only
way to love. If I get addicted, I could spend unreasonable
amounts of time participating in the creative arts or
working (if that’s my way of giving creatively), or listening
to music, attending art exhibits, watching movies, and so
on, (if that is how I receive creative expression).
If I get addicted to the idea that connection to
myself is the only way to love, I might spend
inappropriate amounts of time trying to understand
myself, meet my needs, and nurture myself, by myself.
I might think connection to nature is my only way
to love. If I get attached I might spend excessive time
outdoors, turning away from the other lovestyles.

Balance those lovestyles
Of course, any of these lovestyles really can remind
us of our connection to love. It’s not they that create
the problem. It’s our attachments and addictions to
the idea of one of them being the only source of love
that gets in the way of our truly connecting to love in
all its fullness.
If we find ourselves hooked on a lovestyle, but still not
experiencing love, we might begin to feel desperate, even
if only below the surface of our awareness. Ironically,
if we give in to this desperation, it will often tell us to
try even harder with the same lovestyle to try, perhaps,
to perfect it in some way. For instance, the more our
relationships don’t work, the more desperately we might
strive to make ourselves or our partners perfect. This
leaves no room to relax into love because we think we
have to fix something first before we can feel love.

www.aquarianonline.com
At such times, life could be trying to send us a sign
that we need to let go of our attachment to this particular
lovestyle and give ourselves the chance to experience the
wholeness of life through the others. One way to facilitate
this transition is to be still and wait for inspiration in
answer to the following question: “Is it appropriate for
me to be with myself? With nature? With non-material
spirit? With creativity? With people? Or with some other
style that hasn’t been mentioned here?”

Relax into self-acceptance
Unfortunately, we may not always be up to relaxing this
way and receiving guidance. Instead, desperation may
drive us to try different lovestyles not from inspiration,
but just to get out of our uncomfortable emotional place.
If this is what’s driving us, it’s probably because we’re
trying to avoid experiencing a deeper feeling that needs
our attention. You see, connecting with love requires
that we accept all of who we are, including all of our
feelings. We can’t push away part of who we are (such as
our feelings) and still make that love connection. Selfrejection prohibits us from recognizing the availability
of love.
If we’re attached to the relationship lovestyle, it could
be a feeling of loneliness we’re trying to avoid. Feelings
of failure may hide under an attachment to creativity;
unworthiness under self-connection; not belonging
under attachment to nature; or abandonment and
separation under direct interplay with spirit.
If this is our situation, there is an alternative to
following our desperation (which will never lead us to
recognizing love). We can decide to face those feelings
that want to be felt and invite Life to send in the power
of love to support us as we do. If we stay present with
the feelings long enough, they will naturally resolve,
opening the door for us to finally experience that same
power of love that just helped us to face them.
Alas, if we wish to stay in resistance there are many
ways for us to hone our ability to temporarily avoid
those feelings. We may, for example, try to transcend
them or to think positive and smother them with
affirmations. But so-called problem feelings are not an
enemy to escape. They are keys to be treasured, for they
can open the door to our deepest gifts.
Unfortunately, many people in the helping professions

WHY CAN’T WE ALL JUST GET ALONG?
With

International Peacemaker Lori Sandstrom
Sometimes, peace can seem difficult to maintain. This expansive and
interactive workshop focuses on real skills and practices that can bring us
closer to finding the peace we seek.
We will explore powerful and effective ways of walking in the world that
can evolve our relationships in the workplace, our relationships at home,
and ultimately, our relationship with ourselves.
Lori will use music and meditation to support access to our deep inner
wisdom and authenticity.
Singer, speaker and peacemaker Lori Sandstrom is a
founding member of Colorado vocal duo DEVOTION.
After many years of working in spiritually-oriented,
community-based settings, she was drawn to study
the inner and outer skills of peacemaking.
Lori took peacemaker vows in June 2003 after
graduating with the International Peacemaker
Institute and Naropa University in Boulder,
Colorado. There she was educated in peacemaking
by some of the best teachers in the nation.
Joined by award-winning writer, producer, songwriter
and partner Robert Anderson, DEVOTON’s transcendent
voices and powerful messages of peace and compassion
speak to the heart, spirit, and the imagination of people
throughout the world.

make a living teaching people ways to avoid those problem
feelings, even though this may not be their conscious
intention. Demand is high, because so many of us are
desperately afraid of our feelings, in particular the ones
judged volatile or negative. Ironically, we may not even
recognize we are afraid, because fear and desperation are
feelings we are trained to suppress beyond recognition.

Join with love
Of course, avoidance and suppression don’t make
feelings go away; they just push them further
underground. And to keep them there, we must find
ways to distract ourselves with compulsive or addictive
behaviors. But make no mistake: if we don’t join with
love and make peace with our feelings, our attempts to
dance around them will continually wreak havoc in our
lives. The toll may be in lost jobs, broken relationships,
a flat, unrewarding life, physical illness, or a myriad of
other consequences of our diversionary tactics.
If we have a problem that won’t resolve through
thinking it out, taking action, or applying spiritual help,
then it’s time to do some feeling work, either on our own
(if we know how, without getting lost) or by seeking out
a guide to support us in our journey.
Regrettably, such guides are not plentiful in our
feeling-phobic society, so you may have to look hard
to find one. Look for a therapist or facilitator who
respects his or her own spectrum of feelings, from
deep despair or emptiness through to unmitigated joy.
She or he should have the skill to guide you, not only
into your feelings, but through them, uncovering your
unrecognized gifts and the depths of awareness that lay
hidden beyond. ◆
Kelly Tobey is an Integrative Transformational Processing
Facilitator with StarTree Integration Adventures (founded
1991). He provides private sessions, workshops, leadership
trainings and retreats across Canada. “Steps To Creating
And Maintaining Successful Relationships With Yourself
And Others” will be held in Winnipeg, October 16 to 19
(see ad on page 18).

For information in Winnipeg: Phone: 339-7565,
ohpeacefulone@hotmail.com or in Alberta:
(403) 217-5533, mail@kellytobey.com,
www.kellytobey.com.

Here’s What’s Happening at the Centre for Conscious Living
ACCREDITED CLASSES 2008
Tuition for all CCL Accredited
d classes is $ 120.00 for each 8 week course.
Required textbooks are available at the bookstore table.

Thursdays, Sept.11 – Oct. 30: SOM 207: – The Edinburgh Lectures
Wednesdays, Oct. 22 – Dec. 10: SOM 104 – Principles of Successful Living
All classes above are at 7:30 - 9:30 pm. and held at the Hall (625 Spruce St.)

FREE CLASSES
PROSPERITY CLASS: How our teaching works for your prosperity.
DISCOVERY CLASS: 4 Tuesdays, beginning Sept. 16 - FREE

WORKSHOPS
Sundays - Sept. 7, Oct. 5 & Nov. 2: Creative Journaling: 1-3 pm at the Hall. Cost
$20.00 each session
Tuesdays - Sept. 9 - Oct. 28: Kids Meditation and Relaxation Class: 7-8 at the Hall.
Cost $80.00
Sunday, Sept: 21: Introduction to Aromatherapy Workshop: with Sue Mazur. 1-4:30 pm
at the Hall. Cost $60. with 50% going to the Centre. Experience the world of Essential
Oils! A “hands on” approach with an in-depth look at 18 essential oils, carrier oils,
blending techniques, safety precautions and more! Includes a 42 page workbook, all
supplies for blending, essential oils, bottles and carrier oils. Limit 12 participants.
Saturday, Oct. 25: Why Can’t We All Just Get Along?: 1:00 pm at the Hall. Cost $30.00

EVENTS
Monday, September 8: Conscious Conversations Book Study Group: Will meet to
discuss “Illuminata - A Return to Prayer” by Marianne Williamson.
Sunday, October 26: Concert with Devotion: 7:00 pm at the Church. Cost $15.00
SPIRITUAL BINDINGS RESOURCE CENTRE: New Thought Books, magazines and

http://www.devotionsings.com/

CENTRE FOR CONSCIOUS LIVING
Consciously Co-creating Community

Centre – 612 Valour Rd.

Hall – 625 Spruce St.

Ph 663-8400
Fax 663-9797
Toll Free 866-559-8400
email:cclinc@mts.net
www.livingconsciously.ca

DVD’s available before and after service on Sundays.
SPIRITUAL CINEMA NIGHT: Third Friday of the month starting Oct. 17: Movie:
Harmonic Wealth - www.harmonicwealth.com
POT LUCK and CONGREGATIONAL MEETING: Last Sunday of the month after
Service at the Hall.
KARAOKE NIGHT: Third Saturday of the month at the Church from 7-9pm with Alvin
Kaskie. Love donation $5. Come out and try expressing yourself through song
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Two Black Cats
Tarot Readings
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HEART AND SOUL
Therapy Services
Putting my “Heart” into
helping your “Soul” heal

Tarot parties – fun for a group of friends!
Private tarot readings
Gift certificates available

Heather Grobb CCA certified therapist
723-3868 or flo.333@hotmail.com

Contact: Kendra 475-9676
kennygaede@hotmail.com

Gemfinders
International
Direct Importers

TA R O T BY PAT R I C I A

“Gemstones with a purpose“
Crystals-Gemstones Jewellery
We Sell Retail or Wholesale
W
Phone/Fax Toll Free 866 744 2153
P
www.gemfinders.com
e-mail: gemfinders@telus.net

Smudge feathers created intuitively
Massage Therapy
Radiance is looking for full
ull time
Massage Therapists and practitioners
of other modalities to join
n our team.
Call Darya for information
n at 290-4231,
or e-mail daryamp@yaho
oo.ca

...especially for you!
All products used are cleared
and cleansed prior to creating
Each feather has an energetic
signature that is explained
Created by Camille of Blue Wolf Speaks
Call for further information

204-479-6660

Appointments: (204) 489-6857
B.A.(Hons), M.A., Level 4

Tarot-McLaren Institute

Winnipeg Spiritualist Church
1551 Arlington St., Winnipeg, MB R2X1V2
Sunday Services
10:15 AM Healing & Aura Cleansing
11:15 AM Prayer, Mediation, Clairvoyance
Specializing in Personalized Wedding
& Funeral Services

204.589.6771
.BHF.BTTBHF5IFSBQZ
Deborah Sarginson, RMT
204-293-6850
MageMassage.com

Therapeutic Massage for Everyone
Specializing in Massage Therapy for
Children with Disabilities
and Special Needs

Thinning or Hair Loss?

Ms. ROBIN L. ZEISS
Barrister, Solicitor & Notary

NEW LOCATION

108 Bond Street
next door to Transcona Biz

Simple Wills, Powers of Attorney- $75.00
General Practice. Flat Fee Services Available

Phone 415-4935

for a free one-half hour consultation

For Convenience or Necessity

View Mindy’s healing video at:
HealingForLife.ca/Mindy.html

Evelyn’s
Wig Sales & Service
Largest Selection of Wigs and Headwear in Manitoba
for WOMEN of all ages
Aromatherapy in a Jar, Unique Jewelry
28 Years of Professional Consultations

878-2351 by appointment www.evelynswigs.com
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SPIRITUALITY & RELIGION

Who or What is the Spiritualist
Fellowship Church?
We are a fellowship of like-minded
individuals who meet to grow spiritually, guided by The Seven Principles of Spiritualism. We welcome
all who come in a spirit of unity, harmony and oneness – wherever they

Meditation & Spiritual Healing
Worship Service
Come and grow with us…
Spirit
Communication
Service
Potlucks, events, classes, psychic
Sunday evenings 7 - 9 p.m.
teas, and whatever we can dream up
955 Mulvey Ave. at Harrow
to get people involved and have fun.
Personal Empowerment
Further information: 222-0071
in an atmosphere of
e-mail: rimack@mts.net
Unity, Harmony and Oneness.
www.members.shaw.ca/dswardfa
are on their life journey.

Winnipeg’s First Independent New Thought Community
SUNDAY SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCE

CLASSES

10:30 AM Meditation
Children’s Funday School
11:00 AM Service

Tues & Thur 7 PM - 9:30 PM
Call for details.

Centre: 612 Valour Rd.
Hall (classes): 625 Spruce St.
Ph 663-8400 Fax 663-9797
Toll Free 866-559-8400
email: cclinc@mts.net
www.livingconsciously.ca

CRYSTALS & SHOPS
Over 4000 pieces of jewellery

Aromatherapy, incense, books

1000’s of crystals & stones

Cards, journals, sacred objects

Fossils, amber, wands, candles

Crystal bowls, chimes, Feng Shui

Relaxation & meditation music,

Goddesses, angels, fairies, Wicca

At Hempyrean, we believe that drawing
from the wisdom and resourcefulness of
earlier times can help guide us past the
wasteful, polluting and potentially deadly
practices of this century.
The ‘good old fashioned common sense’ of
Hemp with it’s simplicity, sustainability and
ecologically harmonious attributes will help
us manage our environment and economical responsibilities into the next century.

Hemp fabric is more insulating, softer,
stronger, and lasts many times longer
than cotton.
We now carry Banboo clothing: Soft,
organic, eco-friendly, breathable, temperature controlled, mosture wicking and
anti-bacterial.
We carry all types of hemp clothing, food
products and hemp enriched cosmetics.

284-4231
7-875 Corydon Ave.
Between Lilac & Wentworth

www.radiancegifts.com

Hempyrean —
Your eco-friendly
hemp company
2nd floor - The Forks Market

947-5223
www.hempyrean.com

EDUCATION
Two-Year Four-Level
Certified Professional Tarot Reader Program

2008 Tarot class Level One:
12 classes -10 Monday evenings. 7-10 pm
Offered by the McLaren Tarot Institute
Sept. 15 - Dec 15, plus one Sun., 1-4 pm.
Tarot
Based on the First Ever Professional Tarot Reader Competency Profile
(No class Oct. 13)
Courses:
The four levels build to a profound understanding
experience, using fun, practice and feedback at
2008 Tarot class Level Three:
of the Tarot, the process of reading for the self and
every step along the way.
12 classes - 9 Wed. eves. 7-10 pm
others, and personal development. It gives you the
A Journey to Awareness
For info, call Cheryl Storm, RN, BA Eng. Lit (Hons) Sept 17 - Dec. 1, plus one Sat. Nov. 15.
steps in establishing your own Tarot practice.
282-2990
Cheryl Storm, RN, BA Eng. Lit (Hons) You’ll find a dynamic and supportive small-group
10-4 pm

The Alliance of
Divine Love, Inc

Healing
Ministry
Course

Join one of the fastest growing
professions in North America. Learn how
to Master the Power of the Unconscious
Mind. Discover how to create deep, long
lasting change, healing the past and
creating powerful new beliefs. Become
certified as a Neuro-linguistic Programming
(NLP) Practitioner & Master Practitioner,
Time Line Therapy™ Practitioner & Master

Practitioner, and as a Hypnotherapist.
Students from all over the world have taken
the Personal & Professional Life Mastery
trainings led by John Tozeland and have
found the experience to be life changing.
John’s focus is on using these skills to
integrate Body, Mind & Spirit and, to focus
on communication with the Conscious
Mind, Unconscious Mind & Higher Self.

Next Session starts in September. These
trainings are now VIRTUALLY FREE because
they are tax deductible and are eligible
for the new 60% Tuition Rebate from the
government of Manitoba.

In under one year The Alliance of Divine Love, Inc. (ADL), offers a Spiritual
program of study to interested and
aware individuals who think of themselves as light workers.
The material for this course is contained in the handbooks of Spiritual
Development entitled EVER CLOSER
and EVEN CLOSER, published by the

Alliance of Divine Love, Inc. This course
introduces the student to the many levels of awareness that will complement
their current healing modalities or
provide a sound foundation for those
interested in becoming healers.
Any student who completes these
books may then take the class to become an ordained minister with all of

the privileges of religious ministers.
Reverend Deborah Lee Chester,
experienced instructor and spiritual
healer, is now offering this course.
Contact her at: rev.d.l.chester@
simplyconnected.ca See website:
www.allianceofdivinelove.org
Reverend Chester is also available to
conduct wedding ceremonies.

For more information and dates,
please call John at 204 488-2535 or
204 229-5734 or visit our web site at
www.trance-action.com

INTUITITIVE PSYCHIC ART CLASS
This is your time to have fun,
relax & learn.
This class will consist of visualization
and drawing, to bring out your
natural gift of intuitive art.

Class held on:
Sat. Sept. 27th and Sun. Sept. 28 th
Time: 1:30 - 4:00pm
There is Limited Number, so Please
Register Early.

For information, please call

Catherine Holmes
at (204) 888-7053
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Perspectives on Healthy Living
the MCC (Mennonite Central Committee) thrift stores
usually have “nearly new” kettles for $4 and good quality
microwaves for $10. When we had to replace a washing
By CORALIE DARSEY-MALLOY
machine, we found one for $60 and a few months later,
True success involves being able
we paid the same price for a replacement stove.
to “spend” your life in your own way.
I was also delighted to discover that Friday and Saturday
Christopher Morley
shoppers were able to purchase all the clothing, shoes
FEW YEARS AGO my partner in life and business and purses that would fit into a brown paper grocery
went through some tough times when he had a bag for $5. Comparative pricing became a valuable tool
variety of health, financial and professional challenges and thrift store shopping provided a lot of bang for the
to work through. As often happens in life, valuable buck. Everything I used to pay high dollars for new, I
lessons are learned through daunting experiences. In now paid a fraction for second hand.
our case having less money taught us how to live more
Within a short time, it was clear that the universe
abundantly in every other area of life.
was co-operating with our intention to maintain a good
As self-employed entrepreneurs, David and I always quality of life with less money. The treasures I found
generated a comfortable income – and joyfully spent in thrift stores made shopping a unique experience
it as fast as we made it. Consequently, when David’s and one that I have continued as our income increases.
health challenges hit, we had nothing in a rainy day The commitment to living in the more-with-less spirit
fund to fall back on. From our current vantage point, we transformed my value system and deepened my attitude
see that truth comes to those who are open to it. In our of gratitude. Words of encouragement and prayer support
case, the problems provided opportunities for personal from friends and people in our community, finding
and spiritual development – and eventually improved needed items at reduced prices and living within our
financial health as well.
means on every level, created a feeling of inner peace
A “luxury” appeared as we mastered the art of living and abundance.
with less income. For the first time ever, we had time
I also discovered that thrift shops have refined the art
to stop and revaluate what really matters in life. In our of recycling in ways that many consumers do not see.
work as life coaches, we
Donations to MCC, Salvation
understood that the outer is
Army and Diabetes Society
a reflection of the inner and
are sold and the proceeds are
we viewed our situation that
given for good causes in local
way. Our first step was to
communities and outreaches
simplify our frenetic lives
around the world.
and stop living beyond our
With today’s economy,
means. It involved more
rising mortgage costs and
than the outgo of money;
increasing fuel prices, many
it included the emotional,
families are finding it difficult
physical and spiritual
to make ends meet. When we
aspects as well.
were in those circumstances,
Creating a budget and
we quickly learned that
deciding how to live on the
as overwhelming as it can
limited amount David was
seem, it is possible to find
Thrift store enthusiast in training.
receiving on disability was a
ways to reduce the cost of
new experience for us. It may sound basic to anyone living without reducing the quality of life.
who already does it but it was something neither one of
Some of the other ways we augmented our commitment
us had ever done before. Then we began assessing how to living green and saving money:
we could economize on food, utilities, household items ❚ Homemade cleaners: Instead of using expensively
and clothing – and that involved a new relationship with packaged, single purpose cleaning products, we began
thrift stores. Although I had dropped into them in the using a few basic, multiple-use generic items and mixed
past, I never saw them as first-stop shopping.
them for specific use. For example:
That changed when our income was limited. When
Baking soda is a versatile, nontoxic cleaning product.
the microwave and kettle stopped working in the same It can be used as a no-scratch powder for scrubbing
week, we could not afford to buy them new. Thankfully chrome, porcelain and aluminum cooking utensils.

Living More With Less

A
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Dilute it in water to clean and deodorize fridges, freezers,
thermos bottles and lunch boxes. It will clean silver if
sprinkled on a damp cloth and if there is ever a grease
fire in the kitchen, an ample amount of baking soda
puts it out. Combine 9 parts soda and 1 part detergent
powder to make a low abrasion scouring powder.
We made a multipurpose cleaner by mixing 1/2 cup
ammonia (available in grocery stores) and 1/3 cup of
powdered laundry soap in 4 litres (1 gallon) of water. It
can be used on floors or other large surfaces or stored in
airtight containers for smaller jobs.
An economical window cleaner can be made by
adding 3 T. ammonia and 1 T. vinegar to 1 C. of water
in a spray bottle.
❚ To save on electrical costs, we invested in energyefficient light bulbs for lamps that are left on longer than
15 minutes because that is the length of time they need
to be left on to save energy. We trained ourselves to turn
all lights and electronic equipment off when we left the
room. In the winter, we layered our clothing rather than
turning up the heat and we lowered the thermostat for
sleeping.
❚ We purchased cloth bags and used them at every
store possible.
❚ We cancelled our satellite and now watch our favourite
shows without any commercials because David belongs
to a number of forums where public domain television
shows are posted after they air. We eventually obtained
an antenna to watch the local news. Expenses were
reduced by $75 per month.
❚ To save on car fuel costs, we allocated more time to
reach appointments, driving at a reduced speed.
❚ We used warm rather than hot water for washing
clothes and during the summer we dried everything
outside.
❚ We grew our own vegetables, berries, rhubarb and
apples.
❚ To economize on water, three rain barrels were
installed for watering the garden. While showering, we
turned on the water, wet the body, turned it off while
scrubbing, then turned it on for the final rinse. We even
brushed our teeth with less water. Net result: one tenth
of previous water use.
After a couple of years, David regained his health
and we are now on the other side of our difficult
passage. However, the simplified living practices we
implemented are something we will carry forward for
the rest of our lives. We changed our attitudes, priorities
and goals and learned that having less income can be a
blessing in disguise. ◆
Coralie Darsey-Malloy is a life coach, group
leader and public speaker. She can be reached at
(204) 424-3373, email at pohl@mts.net or her blog:
www.pohl-perspectives.blogspot.com.

READINGS

With Automatic Drawings

and Writings of Your
Past Lives
Kathleen Fonseca MFA
Spiritualist and Art Educator

Information for Individual and
Group Rates & Appointments
kfonseca@mts.net

204.228.9234
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Winnipeg Ghost Trackers

I

F HISTORICAL SITES,
spirits and haunted houses,
castles, cemeteries and jails
fascinate you, you could be
labeled as a ‘dark tourist.’ In
Europe, many people travel
to the sites of crusades and
battlefields or castles and dungeons, absorbing the
history and awe of times gone by. Some go to New
York to visit Ground Zero or to our own monument for
9/11 in the International Peace Gardens. These types
of visits fall under the term Dark Tourism; traveling to
places of death and suffering.
Calling myself a dark tourist fascinated by sites of
death and suffering, seems extreme and quite negative.
It’s something I DON’T want to identify with, yet it’s
true. I’m curious about ghosts, spirits and haunted
houses; chances are someone died there! But I’m not
extreme about it.
You may be surprised to learn that Winnipeg offers
haunted house bus tours, night vigils and investigations;
even nighttime cemetery visits. Muddy Water Tours
(MWT), founded by Kristen Verin-Treusch in 2001,
runs historical, informational and spooky tours from
spring to fall. “I truly believe that a good portion of
people living in Winnipeg have no idea how captivating
and engrossing our history is,” says Nicole VerinTreusch, MWT tour guide and partner. “We’ve found
stories on a serial murder, plagues of locusts, a massacre,
a general strike, executions and hauntings. The list goes
on and on.”
In 2003, MWT partnered with Heartland International
Travel and Tours to create the Haunted Winnipeg bus

Catching the orb obsession
I emailed Patricia immediately and met a group of eight
on a tour of the St. Boniface Museum the same afternoon.
Instantly, I felt welcomed by the people and fascinated by
the process. I soon caught the orb obsession – flashing
my camera into corners, searching for an entity in the
shape of a white orb. After witnessing the shots Muddy
Water Tours got at one of the cemeteries, I wanted my
claim to fame that I could capture one,
too. (Spirit orb: a spirit represented in an
small spherical shape. Often an orb will
contain more than one soul and when
its spirit energy is released, multiple
orbs flow forth from the single orb.)
At Louis Riel’s first coffin (used to
transport the body from Montreal),
on display in the southwest corner of
the museum, a flash frenzy occurred.
Immediately a few people felt the
presence of a spirit and drew the other
members in. As we snuck closer to
the display, orbs showed up in view
finders and LCD screens. I snapped 142
pictures during our two-hour walkabout
See KALEIDOSCOPE on page 13





T H E S AN CT UARY

❤ ❤ ❤ ❤ ❤ ❤ ❤ ❤ ❤ ❤ ❤ ❤

3rd Floor, St. Norbert Arts Centre
100 rue des Ruines du Monastère, Winnipeg

Tuesdays
7:30 - 9:30 pm

❤ Spiritual Studies with special focus or guests &/or

Wednesdays
Afternoon/Evening

❤ Crystal Singing Bowl Healing with Hollie, Gerri & Heather

Thursdays
7:30 - 9:30 pm

❤ Focused Group Meditation ($5)

Thursday
Afternoons

❤ Tea & Spiritual Dialogue and/or Reiki with Jessie,

Sun. Sept. 21
2:30 - 4:30 pm

❤ Fall Equinox Spiritual Attunement Concert

Spiritual Respite

❤ Designer Retreats: Silent (individual) or Guided (group)

Fundraiser

❤ Angel Cake Sale – early December – Divinely timed!

silent meditation ($10)

By appointment – call Hollie 897-7183 or 231-3499 (Donation)





Dark Tourism

tour. You can also discover more about “Winnipeg’s
history through architecture and stories of rebels,
riots and reformers” (Boom – Bust Tour) or “true tales
of crime, ghosts and murder” (Murder, Mystery –
Mayhem Tour).
One night in July, I rode the Haunted Winnipeg bus tour
with 17 other ghost-curious guests. Many of the locations
we visited surprised me. A great storyteller, Kristen led
us through the historical events and current mysterious
happenings at the VIA Rail Station where we started, the
Vaughan Street Jail, the Manitoba Museum and our last
stop, the Hotel Fort Garry. (We visited many more sites
in between but I’ll leave that for you to discover.)
Kristen told us about:
• an unexpected elevator ride where you press the up
button but instead go down to the basement in a slow
and spooky manner, the descent controlled by a longdead crew worker.
• a woman named Shirley at the Planetarium who used
to supervise children at the matinees, especially
reminding them to keep their feet off the chairs. She
died 15 years ago and still volunteers there! Children
report feeling their feet pushed off the chairs in front,
but can see no one doing it. A psychic was called in
and she verified that a female spirit was present.
• shocked hotel guests, trying to get some shut-eye
in room 202 of the Hotel Fort Garry,
hearing footsteps across the room and
wakening to see an elegant woman in a
white dress sitting on their bed. Some
people book the room intentionally –
others are caught unawares.
These are but a few of the eerie
stories you’ll hear on the tour,
accompanied by an amazing
slideshow of photographs (on the
bus) of unexplained phenomenon
captured on film. Eeeeekkkkk! Sends
delicious shivers down my spine.

We use a variety of approaches (breath, guided, drumming,
movement, ohmming) with the regular use of singing crystal
bowls, followed by a sharing circle & discussion. Plus, a
Special Guest facilitator - 3rd Thursday of each month. ($10)

by appointment only. Please call 233-7153 or 231-3499
(love donation)

SNAC Gallery ($20 advance registration or $22 at the door)

Please check dates on our website

theheartsanctuary@yahoo.ca
www.keepersofthesanctuary.org

Telephone 231-3499



The Sanctuary, a not-for-profit, non-funded, volunteer based organization, offers opportunities
for personal growth, healing & spiritual illumination, in an atmosphere of loving acceptance.
Everyone is welcome.



Cemeteries, war memorials, ghosts and tales
Flying tables, clanking chains and “rosy smells”
Ectoplasm, poltergeists and divining rods
A glimpse of disturbance beneath fancy facades.



By KRISTI DORIAN

During Internet research under key words “haunted
Winnipeg,” I found the Winnipeg Ghost Trackers.
They meet monthly to discuss spirit sightings, stories
and sites with other like-minded people. Throughout
the year, scheduled outings bring the group together
with equipment (cameras, tape recorders, flashlights,
thermometers, electromagnetic frequency (EMF)
readers, etc.) and curiosity. They’re on the hunt for
ghosts in local museums, heritage parks and buildings
with spooky reputations.
The group started in 2002 and over the years fluctuated
in membership and activities depending on the leadership
and enthusiasm at the time. Currently, under Patricia
Calverley-Simpson’s coordination, the group, now over 70
members, has experienced a surge of tours and tales. With
ghostly curiosity tying them together, membership ranges
from teens (accompanied by parents) to seniors.
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of the museum. (Yay for digital cameras.) Eleven photos
had orb-shaped images in them, nine around the coffin.
Spirit-filled, perfectly shaped soul representation – or a
dust mote? You’ll have to snap your own pictures and
make your own decision. I like to believe something
paid us a friendly visit that day. (Ghosts are known to
attach themselves to objects, of which this old building
has plenty.)
Since 1844, the Grey Nuns’ building at 494 Tache
Avenue has operated as a school, orphanage, hospital,
asylum and home. In 1967, it opened to the public as the
St. Boniface Museum. On my visit, one of the museum’s
guides shared some ghost stories with us. During one
tour which she led dressed in a nun’s costume, she
experienced an unexpected tug on the habit hem while
alone in an upstairs hallway. She said the sound of
children’s laughter and running can be heard occasionally
as well – plus staff members have witnessed entities in
the kitchen and the bathroom. Muddy Water Tours also
offers groups a vigil night in this museum where they
commune with spirits and attempt “table tipping.”
After each site gathering, the group picks a restaurant
to talk about what they saw and felt, share photos
and laughs. I felt right at home amongst the group
and experienced a couple of “it’s a small world”
connections. ◆

Supernatural Winnipeg: A Guide to a Ghostly
Vacation
By Cara Hill
Mysterious Canada
By John Robert Colombo (1988).
A Step Back... The Vaughan Street Jail – a
documentary produced by Spectra productions and
Kristen Verin-Treusch. Available on MTS Cable TV.
Press “home” on the remote; then select Videos on
Demand, Free Stuff, Winnipeg on Demand, About Us,
“A Step Back...”
www.ghosts.meetup.com to see photos and find out
about upcoming events. Or contact Patricia CalverleySimpson at superpatsy@hotmail.com. Everything is free
unless sites apply an admission cost (i.e. St. Boniface
Museum, $5.00).
Upcoming event:
Muddy Waters Tours sponsors a contest for ghost
tour participants. Best photo of unusual nature wins
brunch for two at the Hotel Fort Garry and a chance to
participate in a séance in room 202 on October 31 at
midnight. Phone 997-8687.
The Chocolate Shop presents an “Evening with Spirits”
Saturday, October 25th at the Chocolate Shop, 268 Portage
Avenue. Call 947 9109 or visit the shop for details.

Kristi Dorian was born on October 31 so you can
understand her interest in ghostly subjects. Visit Kristi’s
Kaleidoscope online at www.aquarianonline.com. Send
your comments and article ideas to krdorian@mts.net.

Check out the famous eBay Dibbuk Box at
www.dibbukbox.com. Many owners suffer
from ghostly antics.

For more information:
www.muddywatertours.ca
Phone: (204) 997-TOUR (8687)
Fax: (204) 219-1292
Email: muddywatertours@shaw.ca
www.heartlandtravel.ca
Phone: (204) 989-9630
Toll Free: 1-866-890-3377
Email: info@heartlandtravel.ca
Ghost Stories of Manitoba
By Barbara Smith

Warning: Ghost Attached

Creepy House: Weird Noises
In a house I lived in around ten years ago, I often
heard a little girl’s screams and cries coming from my
basement in the late evenings. My cats refused to go
down there and I felt “creeped-out” by the northeast
corner.
On the main floor, some mornings, I would find
the carpets rolled up. Once in the night, I heard a full

marching band and in the morning found the living
room furniture pushed up against the walls. After
some research, I found out marching band noises
are common with poltergeists. Too much for me – I
moved. J.L.
Do you have a haunted house tale? Send it to Kristi
Dorian at krdorian@mts.net and it may appear in
the next issue.

Building Bridges Between Two Worlds
Paranormal Research • Spirit Communication • Intuitive Development

Historical Haunted Winnipeg Bus Tour
As the night falls and shadows start to appear, our guide is ‘dying' to reveal
historical tales of haunted sites and peculiar activities that take place at eleven
haunted locations in Winnipeg. Join us Tuesday nights as we explore the history
of why these buildings are haunted! Travel on a motor coach that will escort you
through Winnipeg’s ghostly streets, view a slide show and have your skepticism
tested. Witness experiments at Elmwood Cemetery to see if life after death really
does exists. Tuesdays 7 pm $29 + $1.50 +GST

Spiritual Response Therapy (SRT) is a process of
researching the subconscious mind and soul records
to discover and release hidden blocks to happiness and
spiritual growth.
This system presents a method of accessing and
working with spiritual committee called the “High Self”.

Haunted Winnipeg Investigates Bus Tour

SRT involves the use of a pendulum set of charts and
speciﬁc series of questions to complete the research
and clearing of all discordant programming in the
subconscious mind and soul record.

Please join us as we explore and invite spirits to converse with us at four haunted
locations that call Winnipeg their home! Experience for yourself hands-on
techniques on how to communcate with spirits at sites where orbs, apparitions,
and phenomena have been known to appear. Thursdays 7 pm $29 + $1.50 +GST

SRT is a quick and accurate Spiritual Healing
technique that helps you remove blocks that
keep you from living a better life. SRT
works on a spiritual level to help
eliminate spiritual, mental,
emotional and physical
challenges.
ARGARITA

Come and experience a night like no other! We'll go through the darkened
hallways of St. Boniface Museum and look into the history of the building and
its artifacts, and we'll find out if any spirits still roam the halls. We will attempt
to make contact and communicate through divination, talcum powder, dowsing
rods, photographs, audio/video, table tipping, and other techniques. September
17th, October 15, 31st 8 pm $36 plus GST

M

Trained by Robert Detzler, Founder of SRT

Haunted Winnipeg Vigils

KIVES

usui/karuna reiki master-instructor
P: (204) 487-7733
C: (204) 228-2516
579 Niagara St.
Winnipeg
W
Wi
i
MB. R3N 0V7
sacredselfhealing@gmail.com

usui-tibetan / karuna reiki master-practitioner
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crystal reiki

ligtharian reiki

angel therapy practitioner angel & meditation workshops angelic card readings

To book tickets go to www.heartlandtravel.ca/Ghosttours.htm

Upcoming Events March 21/22, 2009

Spirit Seekers Canada Conference
www.muddywatertours.ca
(204) 997-TOUR (8687)
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Asthma, sleep apnoea, allergies, CFS, sinusitis, reduce symptoms and medications

…breathing well is the answer…
Buteyko Practioner Chris Bauman will be in Winnipeg October 24-27 2008! Free information
talk on Friday, October 24 at 7:30pm, Robert H Steen Community Centre, 980 Palmerston

By PAMELA ROSE THRIFT

Mine the Silver Lining of Your Dreams
By being in touch with our dreams we get in touch
with more of who we are in our waking life.

A

S WE BEGIN to open to the messages of our
dreams, we may find that questions come up about
what they mean and how we should work with them. As
we regularly record our dreams, it is also useful to start
listing the symbols, characters and scenes that surface
in our dreams to make our own dream dictionary. The
benefits of doing this are getting more in touch with
our intuition and developing a deeper understanding of
ourselves.
There are beginning steps that you can take in learning
to decipher your dreams. Start by looking at the emotions
in the dream and noticing where in your waking life you
are feeling the same way. Remarkably, the simple act of
recording your dreams or sharing them with someone
else begins the integration of their wisdom even if you
don’t yet consciously understand the dream’s meaning.
What do symbols in my dream mean? There are
general meanings to symbols but one needs to keep
in mind the influence of the people interpreting them
and their personal slant on life. Ask yourself if the
interpretation resonates with you before accepting it.
A few common dream symbols and some possible
explanations are:
❚ Driving your car and the brakes aren’t working – You
are being told to physically take a break and slow down.
(Your car usually represents your physical body.)
❚ Losing your purse or wallet – You are losing touch with
what you value and/or your sense of identity.
❚ Losing your teeth – You are letting your words tumble
out of your mouth. That is, you’re not being careful with
what you are saying or speaking.
❚ Being naked in your dream – If you feel okay with it,
it shows that you are comfortable with who you are. If
you are uncomfortable, it can show that you are feeling
vulnerable or exposed in some area of your life.
❚ Flying in your dream – This is showing that you are

3141 Portage Ave.
Call 204.889.9089
www.sundragonstudios.ca
Specializing in: massage therapy * doula services
* body talk therapy * quantum biofeedback therapy
* reflexology * reiki * iridology * nutritional counselling
* craniosacral therapy * infant massage classes
Celine Downs, reflexologist/reiki therapist
cell: 510-7339
Karen Bilous, doula/prenatal massage therapist
cell: 612-0581
Jackie Clark, therapeutic massage therapist
cell: 510-5919
Jeanine Piche, therapeutic massage therapist
phone: 889-9089
Patricia O’Brien, body talk therapist
phone: 889-9089
Christine Chisholm, craniosacral therapy/infant massage
cell: 230-4523
Maureen Donnelly, certified biofeedback specialist
phone: 791-7124

connecting with higher levels of awareness.
How can I know if a dream is prophetic? An
important thought to keep in mind is: Could this possibly
occur? Often there are illogical or seemingly out of place
elements in a dream that let us know that the dream’s
message is symbolically embedded within it rather than
literally. Prophetic dreams also tend to have us observing
or not emotionally involved. If you feel quite emotional
in the dream then there is a very high likelihood that it is
not prophetic. At most, on the emotional level, prophetic
dreams give us a sense of urgency to share with those
involved in the dream – for example, if you dream about
someone being in an accident.
Is there something that I can do to reduce my
nightmares? It is important to remember that a
nightmare is simply a message that your psyche has
been sending to you over time, so it has magnified
the emotional content to capture your attention. The
most effective way to deal with nightmares is to
remind yourself of a deeper connection to something
or someone that you trust and set the intention to call
upon that if a nightmare arises – and then face whatever
is scaring you. Whatever you are running away from is
what you have given your power away to, so turn and
face your fears and empower yourself!
The time invested in paying attention to our dreams and
deciphering their meanings is well spent. After all, it is us
talking to us and who better to advise us on our own life?!
Happy dreaming! ◆
The next issue Pamela Rose Thrift will look at some
common things that can get in the way of us having clear
dreaming and what we can do to move past these blocks.
Watch for Pamela’s courses in the adult wellness section
of the Winnipeg Leisure Guide this fall as well as at the
Aulneau Renewal Centre and the St. James Community
Centre. Dream questions may be sent to Pamela at
pamela_thrift@hotmail.com.

…all are welcome…
For more info: http://www.butekocan.com/ email: breathewell@shaw.ca
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Focus on the Pet Family
Cam Hill is an animal intuitive. For the past twelve
years, she has communicated telepathically with pets
and other animals to determine the causes of problem
behaviour and emotional distress.

Precious Pets: Special Memories

I

N MY TWELVE YEARS as an animal intuitive,
working with people and their pets, some animals
stand out from the crowd for me. Don’t get me wrong,
I truly enjoy every interaction with little ones, but I’ve
definitely developed some regulars to visit – either in
person or in meditation. All of these characters have
passed on, but still remain fondly in my memories and
I wanted to share them with you.
❚❚❚
Elizabeth, a small striped grey and black cat was an
unusual character. She had one of the strongest wills I
have encountered in a cat. Thankfully I had had some
experience with one of my own strong-willed critters,
a cat named Whisper, so was able to maneuver around
her inflexibilities when they occurred.
She or her human Sharon would call or visit, one way
or another. Usually Sharon would call on the phone and
Elizabeth would visit during meditation. Often Elizabeth would tell me that I needed to visit Sharon so I
could “fix” an issue between them.
Most occasions when I would visit following that demand, Elizabeth would tell me that Sharon needed to
do something other than what she was doing. It was sort
of a command to “fix my human please!” Often Elizabeth forgot the please portion and simply demanded.
Other times Sharon would call to ask me to fix Elizabeth as they were fighting over something. I’d intervene
between the cat and the human – and peace would reign
until they would again fight about medication schedules, diet and routine changes.

When I first met
Elizabeth, she had
scratched and pulled all the
hair off her belly. It was as pink and clear of hair as a
baby’s belly. Her skin was itchy both on the surface and
underneath the skin and that was why she pulled and
scratched. She’d been taking medicine, but it no longer
was effective and so something else was required.
She wouldn’t let me touch her, but rather, darted close,
turning her backside so I could provide some energy
work, then dashed away to the other side of the room.
Within a visit or two, her hair started to grow back and
she let it do so as the itching had stopped.
Then it seemed that each spring her skin would act
up again and she’d start scratching. But in between, her
belly fur grew and prospered. Over the years, Sharon
and I experimented with medical intervention, crystals
and energy work to help keep Elizabeth comfortable.
Although she always greeted me and spoke with me,
often darting up and demanding energy work, I don’t
recall ever physically touching her. She wasn’t big on
physical affection – except from Sharon.

Origami feline?
Elizabeth had a passion for tissue paper and loved
to sit on it, crinkle it, lay on it, toss it around and generally take control of it. She refused to allow her nails
to be cut. Instead, it required two humans bundling
her up while she yowled through the clipping, even
though she’d never been hurt while this happened.
She didn’t like change, so when food required an adjustment, she resisted with great vigour. But when Sharon brought a new crystal into the house Elizabeth immediately claimed it for her own.
❚❚❚
Jake, a feline friend, was a large magnificent Siamese
with an intelligence that shone from his eyes. He was
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very vocal and meowed in a conversational way when
I visited. He marched into the room with a story every
time. His human, Priscilla, would tell him to leave, but
he refused, coming up to me and looking intently into
my eyes while he told me his story. Sometimes I tuned
in intuitively to understand the content and sometimes
I just listened to the vocalizing. He placed a paw on
my knee, gazed intently into my eyes to ensure I was
listening and then talked some more. He was a strong
individual who had lived with humans in many lifetimes and knew it.
Jake was Priscilla’s protector. Whenever something
occurred that he deemed she needed protection from
(like some emotional upset in the household), he would
leave solid deposits on the floor for her. Until Priscilla
attuned to his occasional “gifts” and their meaning she
would be irritated at Jake. Once she understood his
message, the deposits became less frequent.
Eventually, when he determined she no longer needed his protection, he passed on, leaving us all to mourn
and miss his gentle strength.
❚❚❚
Sadie, a large dog of mixed heritage, was always a
treat to visit. She talked – in dog language. While her
human, Dale, and I would be chatting, Sadie would lie
or sit beside us, actively following our conversation
with her eyes. When there was a break, Sadie would
pick up the lull, yodeling and grumbling deep in her
throat for minutes at a time. If we would pay attention
to her, she would get even more vocal.
Sadie was a delight. What a wonderfully expressive
face she had. I still remember the look on her face when
she was offered a piece of melon. If she could have died
in that moment, she would have been happy! She delicately took the offering, rolled her eyes, sighed and
then contentedly munched ever so slowly.
One night, she came to visit me in a dream, providing a message for Dale about why they’d been together.
I called Dale that day and asked about Sadie, and was
told that they had just buried her. I miss Sadie!
❚❚❚
I’ve come to understand over the years that animals
and humans connect in a unique way for a specific
purpose. Each connection offers the opportunity to
expand both the human and the animal in terms of
learning and understanding. May you and your little
ones enjoy your lives together. ◆
Cam Hill can be reached at (204) 479-6660.
YOGA: Kundalini Hatha Vinyasa/Flow
Meditation (*YBR) Yamuna Body Rolling
Reiki Workshops & Treatments
Morning & Evening Classes / Workshops / Private Sessions
In Wolseley, St. Boniface & NOW in East & North Kildonan

CLASSES START THE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 15th
SPECIAL EVENTS
FREE Full Moon Meditation: Sun, Sept 28 - 7:30 to 9 pm in
N. Kildonan (TBA) Bring a pillow to sit on. Yogi Tea will be
served afterwards. Call to reserve your space & for location.
*YBR Workshop: Using 4 -10 inch balls specifically designed
for YBR, routines will focus on relieving back/hip/leg pain
& stress, preventing & healing injury, improving alignment &
bone quality.
NOTE: Routines require students to be on the floor. All
equipment & refreshments provided.
WHEN: Sun, Oct 26, 1:00-4:30 pm in N. Kildonan (TBA)
FEE: $50 (GST incl).
Teacher: Kirti Kaur (aka Deborah Smith)
R.Y.T., Certified Yoga, Body Rolling & Reiki Teacher

To Register Call: 792-3341

NEW POSSIBILITIES ARE AWAITING YOU
WAITING ANY LONGER IS FUTILE
TAKE CHARGE OF EVERY ASPECT OF YOUR LIFE

www.TransmuteYourFuture.com
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Riding into
Your Mythic
Life:
Transformational
Adventures with the
Horse
By Patricia Broersma
New World Library, 2007
Hardcover, 213 pages,
$26.50

Reviewed by CARI ANN DORIAN

R

IDING INTO YOUR mythic life explores the
horse-to-human connection and innovative ways
people can benefit from that link in their human-tohuman interactions. Patricia Broersma’s concepts teach
people how to overcome their personal hurdles with the
horse as a partner through that journey.
Like Broersma, I am a riding instructor of 20 years,
have worked with disabled riders and taught hundreds
of people to ride. I have three horses of my own, all of
which are central in my life. I agree with her philosophy
and feel it can complement natural horsemanship which
is a partnership between horse and human that includes
the horse’s perspective. You think like a horse first,
human second.
From the title of this book, Riding into Your Mythic
Life, I knew it would be a new angle for me on the world
of horses. As I read, some concepts resonated with me –
like the Hero’s Journey, where the stages are universal
to everyone: A call to adventure that often is refused;
allies show up to help; hero accepts the challenge and
sets out on a quest to be tested; wanders awhile or learns
a new skill, meets supernatural friends; and finally ends
his or her adventure with a reward. We, too, can follow
these stages in our day-to-day lives and accept the idea
that we are heroes in our own mythic stories.
I began to experiment with the perspective that
my life was a hero’s adventure, that I was the central
character while others played supporting roles. I am
the director. If I don’t want you on my stage or in my
story, you’re outta here. Also, I realized, others are the
main characters of their own stage and a hero unto
themselves. I am a supporting actor for them. This
concept made me feel somehow more worthwhile and
important but not in a conceited way. I do look at my

life as an adventure and understand that every good
story has ups and downs, challenges and successes. It's
a journey of self and global discovery.
My interest with horses has taken me down the path
of natural horsemanship which can easily co-exist with
many of the concepts Broesma introduces here: respect
horses as sentient beings vs. just something to ride;
think of your horse as a partner on your journey. You’ll
notice many of the heroes have faithful and magical
horse companions.
The philosophies of helping people through thinking
and self-examination can be synthesized with natural
horsemanship where you change the human first. For
example, if you have a problem with a horse's behaviour,
ask yourself: What am I doing to cause the horse to
react this way? Often, people involved with natural
horsemanship are more open-minded to learning new
techniques and activities compared to those following a
more military, task orientated discipline.
My concept in a nutshell: horse-assisted selfevolution!
I found this a great book to read over the winter, when
I do less riding and more introspective research. In the
summer, I practised many of the activities Broersma
included to try with a horse. I found her theories
worked.
The language of the book can be technical at times,
requiring careful reading. I read different chapters at
different times instead of from cover to cover. Overall,
this is an interesting book that challenges the traditional
role horses have played in the past.

Miracles of
Hope and
Promise

MAILBOX

SAFE, SECURE LOCATION
CALL-IN MAILCHECK
SUITE NUMBER - NOT A BOX#
NO MISSED DELIVERIES
PARCEL RECEIVING

THE UPS STORE

101-478 RIVER AVENUE
WINNIPEG, MB R3L 0B3

477 1691

movies

Earth Cinema Circle
www.earthcinemacircle.com
For a movie package every second month:
$17.95 + $4.95
shipping & handling (US$) a year

T

By Llyn Wren, R.N.
Art Bookbindery,
Winnipeg
Softcover, 190 Pages,
$19.95

Reviewed by LORRAINE MIGNAULT

T

HERE ARE NUMEROUS books on miracles.
Few, if any, capture unique stories of so many ordinary people to create life-changing opportunities in
health and wellness.
It is this background of everyday occurrences that
makes Llyn Wren’s collection of factual events such an
engaging, pleasant read.
As a featured author in Miracles of Hope and Promise, I understand the tremendous scale needed for such
a project, to bring meaning to the “testament of faith”

GIVE YOUR
BUSINESS
A PROFESSIONAL
STREET ADDRESS
WITH A
BUSINESS SUITE

and have it “manifested through Wren’s attentive soul
work,” as noted by Lise Lemay, another contributor to
the book.
Wren leads the reader through story prefaces, her way
of making every occurrence a moment to be remembered. And for many, it will be key to their awakening
– a special “aha” moment.
Miracles of Hope and Promise is Wren’s fourth publication. Her previous works include A Passage In Time
and How To Live A Fuller Life. Her children’s song, It’s
Great Being Me, was recorded by Fred Penner.
Llyn Wren is a Registered Nurse and Energy Medicine
Practitioner (www.theacademyofenergymedicine.com).
Join Wren for a memorable evening – and for a new beginning, at the launch of Miracles of Hope and Promise
on Tuesday September 23, 7:00 pm in the Travel Alcove,
McNally Robinson Booksellers at Grant Park.

HE CREATORS OF Earth Cinema Circle want to
educate their viewers about current environmental
challenges while enthralling them with the wonder and
mystery of the natural world.
Earth Cinema Circle movies explore adventurous
eco-travel, feature people making a positive difference
to our planet, wildlife in its natural state and the benefits of conservation.
The mission of Earth Cinema Circle is to provide environmental films that educate, entertain and inspire action to solve environmental problems. The main vehicle
is through partnerships with independent filmmakers
who are trying to help the world through their work.
Each DVD for subscribers has one full-length film and
usually one or two that are a half-hour, and a few shorter
films. Each selection has at least one film on wildlife or
natural history, as this is a perennial favorite. Adventure
films are not “humanity conquers nature,” but rather
adventures that celebrate the beauty of the wild world.
Some films explore environmental challenges and often
show solutions to those challenges as well.

“Your local
organic
market”
Specializing in:
Fresh Organic Produce

We carry:
Manitoba Mineral Pure Anada Make-up

Certified Organic Meat

All Natural Baby and Toddler Products

Organic Dairy & Soy Products

Lead Free Bamboo Toys

Gluten Free Foods

Organic Health/Beauty Supplies

Hemp Seed Oils

Eco Friendly Cleaning Supplies

We Also Carry Speciality Meats — Bison, Elk, Lamb and Wild Fish
Local Certified organic meat. We are part of the 100 mile diet.

1855 Portage Avenue • 219- Erth (3784)
Parking in back / Rear entrance

ACTIVE
AGING
WEEK
OCT. 6-12, 2008

Fitness
is
for All!
1-866-202-6663
www.alcoamb.org
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ELECTRIC continued from page 3
Among the electric carrots they’re dangling before
our eyes:
❚ Daimler has engineered an EV version of its popular
smart fortwo, slated for mass production in 2010.
The fortwo ev will range 100 kilometres at speeds
up to 110 kph.
❚ BMW intends to roll out an electric Mini by the
summer of 2009, and Nissan has pledged to massproduce affordable EVs by 2012, beginning with a
boxy little wagon, the EV-02, in 2010.
❚ Mitsubishi’s i MiEV prototype is a moon-faced
4-door hatchback with a 150 kilometre range and
a maximum speed of 130 kph. There’s some price
confusion (typical for EVs), slated to debut next year
in Japan for the equivalent of $37,500. Some sources
price it as low as $17,000 by 2010.
❚ Still a conceptual twinkle in Chrysler’s eye, the
Dodge Zeo will be a hunky sports wagon with
batmobile acceleration and a whopping 400
kilometre range.

that claims to be on the brink of commercializing a
“disruptive” technology to store maximum energy
in minimal packages, safely and cheaply. ZENN has
bought exclusive worldwide rights to use EEStor’s
ultracapacitors as substitutes for heavier battery-packs
in compact EVs.
ZENN is confident enough in EEStor’s unproven
technology that it has announced a highway-ready
EEStor-powered EV for Europe and Asia in the fall
of 2009, later in North America (fingers crossed for
Canada). On less than a five-minute charge (possibly
from an industrial strength power source), the CityZenn
will cover up to 400 kilometres at up to 125 kph. ZENN
thinks it can deliver the mystery car (still no word on
the body) at a gas-guzzler-competitive price.
American LSV-maker Miles Electric Vehicles is

QIGONG FOR
HEALTH AND WELLNESS
with

Master J.C. Shen

Level One Workshop

Brandon, October 18, 2008
(Level Two – October 19)

Phone 727-1718
Winnipeg, October 25, 2008
Phone 415-4292

ZPM’s Air Car

In the United States, ZPM (Zero Pollution Motors)
will begin taking orders next year for its CAT-based
Air Car to be delivered in 2010. The ovoid six-seater
will have a rustproof fiberglass body, a top speed of
155 kph and a jaw-dropping range of 1365 kilometres.
In the Nano spirit, ZPM says its Air Car will cost
“approximately $17,800, proving that buying ‘green’
doesn’t have to cost more.”

Rolling your own

Here come the startups
In the world of EVs, endless delays turning concept cars
into showroom models are par for the course. But this
spring, North America’s most eagerly awaited EV finally
bolted off the production line.
With a base price of $109,000 and a waiting list of a
year or two, the Tesla Motors Roadster is the electric
it car everyone wants to own, including celebrity
eco-autophiles like George Clooney and Arnold
Schwarzenegger, who probably have theirs by now.
With a body by Lotus and the soul of a Lamborghini,
the Roadster is a luxury sports car, ultra-lightweight
carbon fibre body included. A three-and-a-half hour
charge of its 6831 lithium-ion batteries will take its one
or two passengers on a 355 kilometre joy ride, dodging
sirens at speeds up to 210 kph.
Tesla’s next EVs will be less unaffordable. The
Whitestar, a Lexus-quality five-seater, is due out in
2010 for $60,000; the BlueStar (specs TBA) will sell
for a paltry $30,000 in 2012.
An electric Roadster for the rest of us (well, some of
us), the $80,000 Karma by Fisker Automotive is a
PHEV with an 80-kilometre zero-emission range. Due
out in 2010, the Karma’s chiselled good looks are the
handiwork of CEO Henrik Fisker, a former designer for
BMW and Aston Martin. Adding to the eco-chic, the
luxury four-seater will sport optional solar panels: one
for your roof, the other for the Karma’s.
Not all EVs are designed for James Bond wannabes.
The TH!NK City by Norway’s TH!NK Global is
bug-eyed hatchback hailed by a Los Angeles Times
reporter as “perhaps the best electric car in the world....
a real car....The next big Think.”
TH!NK will begin selling the City this year “in
select markets throughout Europe” with a 2009 target
for the USA, according to TH!NK’s Vicki Northrup.
Canada? TBA.
With room for two adults and (optionally) two small
children in its 96 percent recyclable body, the City will
range as far as 200 kilometres on a 3- to 8-hour charge.
Its speed will top out at 100 kph. Northrup estimates
the price will be “the same or less than a current hybrid
vehicle on sale today.”
If EV hype becomes EV reality, Toronto’s ZENN
Motor Company will have bigger fish to fry than
its unwanted (by Ottawa) electric LSVs. ZENN has
partnered with a secretive Texas company named EEStor
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Mitsubishi’s i MiEV

also prepping to introduce a highway-ready EV next
year. The family-size Miles XS500 will travel up to 200
kilometres on a charge and cost $35,000 to $39,000.
For those who need to haul a heavier load, Lion
Electric Vehicles plans to produce EV and PHEV
versions of 2009 Ford Escape SUVs ($47,000 and
$39,225, respectively) and an EV version of the Ford
Ranger pickup truck with a 322 kilometre range
($38,950). Phoenix Motorcars of Ontario, California
aims to release its electric SUVs and SUTs (sports
utility trucks) in 2010 for $40,000. The EVs will go
over 160 kilometres on a 5- to 6-hour charge. Phoenix
uses the lithium titanate batteries of another would-be
disruptor, Altair Nanotechnologies. Hooked up to
an industrial strength power source, Altair’s batteries
recharge in under ten minutes. Pundits predict that as
EVs begin filling the streets, so will recharge stations in
parking lots, gas stations and other convenient places.

The air car
You’d think there’s a catch, but electric cars that
run on compressed air are for real. I’ve seen them
on YouTube!
The modern air car is the brainchild of Guy Nègre, a
former Formula One engineer and the founder of France’s
MDI (Motor Development International). Plug in one
of MDI’s air cars and an onboard air compressor fills its
carbon fibre tank in about four hours (or just minutes at
a service station). Turn the ignition, and the compressed
air rushes into the engine – and away you go.
There is one hitch: at speeds above 56 kph, the air car
becomes a hybrid. A small tank filled with anything
from gasoline to biodiesel compresses more air, and
the tailpipe starts pumping out CO2. This gives the air
car an average city-highway mileage that’s more than
double the mileage of a Prius.
Last year, Time named the air car one of the best
inventions of the year; and this year Tata Motors (the
General Motors of India) licensed MDI’s compressed
air technology (CAT) for a $5000 green version of its
breakthrough $2,500 Nano.

Circle Dancing
Inspired by various
traditions from around
the world, we use
music & dance to
express joy & celibrate
community, no partner
or experience needed.
Come join us in the dance,
First & Third Sunday of the month in
Winnipeg, every Tuesday in Gimli.
Call Frederick 204 389 5985
fbieber@mts.net

Mass EV impatience has stimulated a groundswell
of retrofit mania. Small companies and determined
do-it-yourselfers are deploying off-the-shelf auto parts
and plug-and-play conversion kits to turn everyday
gas-guzzlers into street-legal (even in Canada) EVs. For
about $5000 to $15,000 (labour around $5000 extra),
companies such as Hymotion, Pioneer Conversions,
Canadian Electric Vehicles and Lion Electric
Vehicles are offering custom conversion kits for the
most retrofit-friendly vehicles. These include the Toyota
Prius (2004 and later), Chevy Geo, Dodge Neon; and
a few pickup trucks – the Ford Ranger, Chevy S-10,
S-15 and Sonoma.
Keeners can retrofit from scratch with the Electric
Vehicle Conversion Manual by the Electric Vehicle
Society of Canada ($50 from www.evsociety.ca).
Not-so-keeners might find a shops class to use the
curriculum-quality manual to retrofit their car for
around $10,000.
Retrofits typically perform just like their old selves,
only quietly and emission-free, getting 50 to 80
kilometres on a charge, farther if powered by expensive
lithium-ion batteries instead of cheap lead-acid.
Threatening to disrupt the retrofit business – in a
good way – is our old friend ZENN, which holds the
rights to an EEStor-powered “ZENNergy drivetrain”:
the guts of a retrofit kit for rapid-charge, long-range
electric vehicles. ZENN plans to sell these drivetrains
to other automakers and retrofitters.
Retrofits may not be as sexy as to-the-manor-born EVs,
but they certainly appear to be the most eco-conscious
way to rehabilitate millions of gas-guzzlers with good
bodies and bad drinking habits. If governments get
wise, we should see a deluge of incentives to retrofit
these relics before they do any more damage. ◆
Aquarian co-editor Syd Baumel dreams of replacing
his Saturn coupe with a Chevy Volt but will settle for a
retrofit or possibly a solar-powered skateboard.

WE WANT OUR EVs
Frustrated by the federal government’s
reluctance to legalize EVs and electric LSVs?
Sign the petition at www.evcanada.org.
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ASTROLOGY LOVE continued from page 1
and fondness. It is natural, emotive and the love that is
most often expressed without coercion or judgment.
Astrologically, storge is co-related to the archetypal
signs of Cancer, Capricorn and Virgo. Cancer desires
to protect and nurture; Capricorn wants to teach and
discipline; and Virgo wants to care, feed and nourish. If
you have any of these three energies within your psyche,
you are comfortable in family situations or you may be
working through issues related to this dynamic. You
most easily and naturally express love through a warm,
nurturing and protective demonstration of emotion.
You are a householder and server, par excellence. You
are everyone’s best mother, father, sister or brother.
Philia, the love of friendship is, possibly, the most
fulfilling type of love. This is the love that can spring
up between two unrelated people. It does not entail either familial ties or erotic compulsions. Rather, it is the
love that comes from a sharing of like mind, a mutual
interest; the joy of finding a compatible partner with
whom one can communicate, play, be together in silence and without censure.
In true friendship, feelings like jealousy and covetousness
should, ideally, not be present. We are told that we cannot
choose our families but that we can choose our friends,
indicating how desirable a thing true friendship can be.

Astrologically, philia is best exemplified by the archetypes of Aquarius, Libra, Gemini and Sagittarius.
Herein is found the joy of companionship, group alignment, shared fun and common viewpoint. If you have
these energies within your psyche, you innately understand
the “how to” of friendship. You easily create commonality
and peace between yourself and the other. You know how
to play and have fun. The gift that you bring to the collective is the ability to bring diverse groups together.
Eros is the love that is most misunderstood and the
most desired. We all want to be “in love” though, if
asked, most of us would not be able to explain what this
really means. Eros is linked to sexual impulse but not
limited to it. When we experience erotic love, we want
to consume the object of our desire, to absorb the other
into ourselves, to become one with that other.
On the highest of levels, it is the search and discovery
of the “beloved.” Astrologically, erotic love can be accessed through many of the archetypes, but especially
through Taurus, Scorpio, Aries and Leo.
In Taurus we seek union physically through sensuality and pleasure. This is the long lazy loving of a weekend afternoon, the indolent walks along the shore while
holding hands, the communal baths and the feeding of
finger foods to each other in soft romantic candlelight.
It is “courtesan” energy to be enjoyed and savoured.

STEPS TO
CREATING AND MAINTAINING
SUCCESSFUL RELATIONSHIPS WITH
YOURSELF AND OTHERS
WITH

Integrative Transformational Processing Facilitator

KELLY TOBEY
You can benefit from this workshop whether you are preparing for a new relationship or you would
like to initiate some beneficial chances in your present relationships.

We will explore tools and processes that improve your primary partnership; relationship with
yourself; with your friends; family; and co-workers.

Learn how to open to recognizing your true value in relationship; be able to support and
receive support; be more receptive to love; enhance communication skills; honor
and respect sexual connections; have non-sexual intimacy; and apply intuitional
guidance in relationships.

October 16, 17, 18, 19, 2008
Centre for Conscious Living Community Hall
625 Spruce St. Winnipeg
Weekend Gathering October 17, 18, 19
Friday 6:30pm registration
$395.00 (plus tax) at the door
Save $100 by paying in
full by October 2nd
Thursday evening seminar
October 16, 6:30pm registration
To uncover more of your true
Complimentary with an invitational
radiance and expand loving
ticket. Call to receive one.

connections, COME JOIN US!!

For a detailed brochure, to register and/or to receive
a complimentary invitation for Thursday contact:
Jo-Anne Wuziuk (204) 339-7565
e-mail: ohpeacefulone@hotmail.com

OR

Kelly Tobey (403) 217-5533
e-mail: mail@kellytobey.com
website: www.kellytobey.com

Scorpio is dark love, the energy of possession and
submission to the other. The love that is found here is
intense and all consuming. It is the passion that does
not need any words, that flows between two people
like a river. It is the touch that becomes larger than the
touched; the exchange of breath, the absorption of the
intrinsic essence of each other through the sexual process. In many ways it is a magical journey into love –
deep, dark and mysterious.
Leo energy delights in the game of love. Here, eros
is fun and expansive. We can feel like royalty when
Leo energy is involved. There is optimism, happiness
and abandon between the partners with a great deal of
sizzle and romance.
Aries likes it hot, steamy and right now. There is an
immediacy to the erotic love found in Aries and the focus is on the shared experience rather than each other.
Love can become an acrobatic free-for-all, full of challenge and accomplishment. The many positions of the
Kama Sutra are a snap to the energy of Aries – the more
challenging, the better, as far as this energy is concerned.
Agape is the last of the four faces of love. It is love
based on altruism. This is unconditional love that is not
dependent on getting anything back or on the object being lovable. It is love for love’s sake – pure, powerful
and potent in its effect if appropriately implemented.
This is the love with which the Christian scripture and,
for that matter, all religious scripture is concerned. When
Jesus instructed his followers to “love their neighbours,”
he meant it on this highest of emotive levels.
In a way, agape is the use of emotion to transcend
emotion, to detach from the base expression of the love
vibration. This is the vibration that will ultimately save
this world. When we act from this place, we seek nothing in return and we recognize the connection that exists between all living things. How can we harm that
which is a part of ourselves?
Astrologically, the archetype of Pisces co-relates to
agape. Pisces is able to love all and it is in Pisces that
we can most easily access the love of spirit. Herein we
can locate the very essence of being and exist in a state
of ecstasy or bliss. This is the place of true forgiveness
and non-judgmental acceptance. To most fully express
this exquisite love, there must be a spiritual focus. This
spiritual purpose will provide a groundedness and
structure that is so necessary when attempting to demonstrate love to all.
Understanding how love works can facilitate a deeper
expression of this most complex and satisfying emotion. In everyday life, we can all find ways to demonstrate the four faces of love so go ahead and enjoy yourself. “Love is in the air!” ◆
Christina Rai is a Winnipeg astrologer and a member of
the Manitoba Astrology Association. She can be reached
at crai@shaw.ca.

FALL 2008

www.aquarianonline.com

events
ONGOING
Nourishing the Soul: where creativity, spirituality and
the body meet. Workshops, seminars, individual and
couples counselling ideal for those who are ready and
want to go deeper using body psychotherapy, EMDR
and hypnotherapy to discover their emotions and passion for life. Call D’Arcy Bruning-Haid, M.A. Counselling Psych 475-5339 or www.souls-journey.com
Dance your prayers evenings: Saturday evenings
from 7:15-10pm monthly (October 4, November 8,
December 6)
An amazingly fun evening of movement and dancing
to honour your body and spirituality. Creating a sacred
space for like minded souls who want to move, dance
and experience joy without alcohol or drugs. NO partner necessary...all are welcome!
We move through 5 core stages of movement: stillness, flow, resistance, shaking loose and celebration!
Franco Manitobain Centre Studio 340 Provencher Blvd,
Investment in self $20 or bring a new friend for ½ price
call D’Arcy Bruning-Haid 475-5339 for more details.
Spiritual Development Classes. Spiritual Fellowship
Church: 222-0071
Chi Kung For Women: Using our natural female energy we continue to build up our power of self-healing
through exploring a deeper form of chi/vital life enervy
cultivation. Some chi kung (qigong) background would
be helpful. For information and registration, phone
Erika at 897-6324 or email at ebera@shaw.ca
Lomi Lomi Hawaiian Bodywork Training in Winnipeg,
October 29-31 (level 1), November 3-5 (level 2). Register by Sept. 15th. Contact Johanna, (204) 727-0408
or leseho@brandonu.ca. Each worth 12 secondary
credits with MTAM.
Level 1 Astrology - a course covering the basics
of astrology. Offered by Manitoba Astrology Association Weekend classes - a combination of full weekends
and single Saturday classes for a total of 33 hours. Call
Dorothy at 489-7063 for further details. Cost of the
course: $250.00. Eligible to write an exam for Level 1
certification by Canadian Association of Astrological
Education upon completion of course (separate fee).
SEPTEMBER
Starting in September: Mastering the Unconscious
Mind, Certification in Hypnotherapy. Time Line
Therapy™ and ½ of NLP Practitioner Certification.
Call John Tozeland 488-2535 or 229-5734. www.
trance-action.com
September 7. SPIRIT’S CALL CHOIR: start of fall season
(Sept to Dec.) Welcomes those who love to sing &
those who always thought they couldn’t.
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September 7. Orientation for new members: Sunday from 2 to 2:30pm FULL CHOIR 2:30pm Sept. 7 &
weekly. Unitarian Church 603 Wellington Crescent
(at Maryland/Academy – looks like a house) Supports,
personal, choral and global harmony. Standard
fee $50 per season (flexible.) Contact Dawn Lazar
488-0495 dlazar@mts.net or www.spiritscall.com
(click on choir)

September 20. The annual Winnipeg Irish Festival.
Traditional musicians from Ireland to perform a
Saturday night concert and teach instructional
workshops on Saturday and Sunday at CMU, 500
Shaftesbury at Grant in Irish fiddle, bodhran, whistle,
bouzouki, guitar, uilleann pipes and Irish flute. FREE
family activities all day Saturday. More info www.
irishfest.ca and www.comhaltaswinnipeg.ca
September 27. Saturday from 1-4pm: Manitoba
Astrology Association presents “Sacred Geometry
and Planetary Formations” @ Place Louis Riel 190
Smith St. $5 drop-in for non-members. Call D. Staley
at 453-2717 for further info.
OCTOBER
October 4. Saturday from 7:15-10pm: Dance your
Prayers with D’Arcy Bruning-Haid (see ONGOING section) 475-5339
October 14. Tuesday from 7-9pm: Music Workshop.
An opportunity to explore music as a means for soul
refreshment and inspiration, to share impressions and
experience, employing piano music as a medium.
Keyboard knowledge not required. Contact Shirley
Reid A. Mus. 204-257-1550. Cost $25.00.
October 19. Sunday at 7pm: LIGHT Film Series: “The
Healing Power of Sacred Art” Visionary artist Alex
Grey presents a tour of his own art and the sacred art
of the world. Robert A. Steen C.C. Admission free.
October 23. Thursday from 7-9:30pm: Creating an
Inner Balance in your life. An evening to refuel,
reconnect and nurture ourselves from the inside out.
An opportunity to get off the treadmill of life and let
go of what you no longer need. An evening to begin
releasing the old and bringing in the new. Investment
in self $30 facilitated by D’Arcy Bruning-Haid, M.A.
Counselling Psych call 475-5339 to register.
October 25. Saturday from 1-4pm: Manitoba Astrology
Association presents “The Meaning and Significance
of the Sun, Moon and Planets in Astrology” @ Place
Louis Riel 190 Smith St. $5 drop-in for non-members.
Call D. Staley at 453-2717 for further info.
NOVEMBER
November 8. Saturday from 7:15-10pm: Dance your
Prayers with D’Arcy Bruning-Haid (see ONGOING
section) 475-5339.
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November 20. Thursday from 7-9:30pm: Listening
to the inner wisdom of my body: An intro to
Bioenergetics. An experiential evening to learn how
our emotional issues are connected to our bodies. The
evening is based on the belief that our bodies hold
our story and by working with the energy patterns in
the body through breathing, grounding and releasing
muscular tensions we can let down and increase
our aliveness and energy flow in our bodies and our
lives. Come prepared to move. Investment in self $30
facilitated by D’Arcy Bruning-Haid, M.A. Counselling
Psych call 475-5339 to register.
November 23. Sunday at 7pm: LIGHT Film Series:
“Ashes and Snow” Fascinating images of inter-species
spiritual contact with a hypnotic world music soundtrack. Robert A. Steen C.C. Admission free.
November 29. Saturday from 1-4pm: Manitoba
Astrology Association presents “Understanding and
Interpreting the Natal Chart” @ Place Louis Riel 190
Smith St. $5 drop-in for non-members. Call D. Staley
at 453-2717 for further info.
DECEMBER
December 4. Thursday from 6:30-10pm & December
5. Friday from 9-4pm:
An Inner Transformation: a Spiritual journey of the
soul. A powerful and nurturing retreat to help birth the
parts of ourselves that have held us back from fully
living our lives with com-“passion”, love and creativity.
Using our life experiences to help us grow emotionally
& spiritually. Body release work, psychodrama, breathing and meditations will be used to lighten our loads
and create more space inside for play and creativity.
Space limited…early registration encouraged. Investment in self $150 before Nov 4th $175 after. Facilitated
by D’Arcy Bruning-Haid, M.A. Counselling Psych to
register 475-5339 www.souls-journey.com
December 6. Saturday from 7:15-10pm: Dance your
Prayers with D’Arcy Bruning-Haid (see ONGOING
description) 475-5339.
December 5-7. Discovering the Power Within Releasing the Past & Connecting With Powerful Inner Resources. Call John Tozeland 488-2535 or 229-5734.

classifieds
Live Blood Analysis microscope for sale. Excellent
condition. Training included. Call for more information
Call Lynn 255-1397.
FrequenSea - made with 100% marine phytoplankton.
This product will aid in your body’s ability to heal
itself. For more information/trial sample, please
contact njtremblay@shaw.ca.
Looking for Retail or Clinic Space for your business??
We have room in our beautiful Westwood location.
Please call Jeanine @ 797-4632 for more info.

A PRACTICAL

MEDITATIVE
APPROACH TO

STRESS, ANXIETY,
DEPRESSION AND PAIN
Five Evening Lectures,
Oct 13 through Oct 17, 2008

The Dharma Centre of Winnipeg is offering a
series of talks presenting a practical approach
to stress, anxiety, depression and pain from a
meditative perspective. The program will of
interest to sufferers of these afflictions, their
friends and families, as well as, physicians,
therapists and care-givers.

Please call the Doug at 282-7669
for more information.

Lee

Intuitive
Consulting

Lee is now offering intuitive
readings by telephone. She has
been trained and certified by
internationally acclaimed
spiritual teacher and best selling
author Sonia Choquette.
Lee uses her intuitive awareness
to help her clients identify and
eliminate obstacles, and to help
them find solutions for fulfilling
their spiritual purpose.

Edgar Cayce Canada. Interested in spirituality and
holistic health? For a free catalogue of related books
and natural health products, call toll free 1-866-3228209. See also www.edgarcaycecanada.com
Protect your health by improving cell function.
Pharmaceutical-grade nutritional supplements
guaranteed for purity, potency, and bioavailablility.
Athlete’s guarantee. Free info. Call Paula 661-5218.
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Buy and read

Consultation fee is $100.00 per
session.
For further information please
e-mail leeconsulting@mts.net
or telephone 1-204 479 7473

THE MODERN SCIENCE OF MENTAL HEALTH

By L. Ron Hubbard
“...as revolutionary for humanity as the first caveman’s discovery and
utilization of fire.” - Walter Winchell, New York Daily Mirror

For your copy or info, call
Dan Bigelow: 204-389-2328

Hollow Reed Holistic
The Best in Mother Nature’s Care.
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Hollow Reed Holistic, 761 Westminster Ave, (204)786-0820 www.hollowreedholistic.ca

health

services

ACCUPUNCTURE
Dr. Xiuyin Wang, Acupuncture, ear candling, cupping, Chinese Medicine, A Votre Sante ..475 7683
Dr. Christopher Buller, Acupuncture, Chinese Medicine, Quantum Biofeedback (SCIO) ..... 294-5150
ANIMAL COMMUNICATOR
Telepathic animal communication .....................................................................Jennifer (204) 855-2007
AROMATHERAPY
Ambrosia Apothecary… Essential Oils, Supplies & Education............................................... 953-1821
Sue Mazur AT CH, Aromatic Earth - Essential Oils & Supplies ............................................... 831-7271
ASTROLOGY
MB Astrology Ass’n meets last Sat. of month, Place Louis Riel. ...... Call Sharon Wisemyn 475-0237
BODYTALK
Claude - help your body to heal itself using Innate Wisdom. ................. .bodytalkmb.com..783-5715
CHANNELING
Maureen Becker channels the collective consciousness SAM. sourcewithin.com ............. 261-6362
CHI KUNG/QI GONG
Erika Bera: Cultivating Your Life Energy. ........................................ebera@shaw.ca or (204) 897-6324
CHILDREN’S MEDITATION & WORKSHOPS
Jenny L. Dupas, ACPI Certified Parent Coach, Child Meditation Facilitator ......................... 338-3733
CHIROPRACTORS
Feasey Chiropractic and Wellness Center, 7-208 Marion St. (Network Spinal Analysis) ..... 237-0210
Dr. Natalie Leonard, 195 Provencher Blvd., Network Spinal Analysis ................................... 237-6726
COUNSELLORS
Joan McLaren, Ph.D., Affordable counselling for women, men, children & couples........... 489-5017
Lynda Vorauer, MSW, Focusing Coach, Focus Within: Inner Solutions for Life .................... 471-9968
John Saga, Evining and Weekend App’s (by donation) Fort Garry Place ...........................233-3356
Lise Dupuis, Therapist for personal growth and change......................................................944-8407
CRANIOSACRAL THERAPY
Pain and stress control with Craniosacral Therapy .. 277 Aubrey St. Call for appointment 885-6013
CRYSTALS
Radiance Gifts & Treasures, 875 Corydon Ave. ..........................www.radiancegifts.com or 284-4231
Souris Rock Shop, sourisrockshop.com (Souris) ............................................................(204) 483-2561
The Shiny Company, St. Vital Centre ......................................................................................... 255-4305
EAR CANDLING
Cheryl Stoodley, Reiki, Meditation Classes, Therapeutic Touch & Kirlian Photography ...... 779-3143
EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques)
Claude - where everything else fails, EFT will accomplish the task ..... eftwinnipeg.com..783-5715
Basic & Followup Support. EFT-emotional freedom therapy........................... MJ Dresler...232 4499
FLOWER AND VIBRATIONAL ESSENCES
Essences, Aura-Soma,Reflexology, Head Massage, Raindrop ......................................Rose 792-8723
FOCUSING
Lynda Vorauer, MSW, Focusing Coach, Focus Within: Inner Solutions, focuswithin.net . 471-9968
HAWAIIAN HUNA KANE MASSAGE
Monique L. Dorge, Practitioner & Facilitator............................................................................. 254-8563
Catherine Eby, Sessions/Classes: www.rmhs.byregion.net .................................................... 452-3277
Karen Edwards, Certified Practitioner ........................................................hiiaka@mts.net or 832-8121

The Shoe Doctor
Corydon/River Heights
Our thanks to the people who make The
Artemisia
Aquarian available at the following locations. Down to Earth
Eastern Healing Ctr.
Downtown/Osborne Organza
Evelyn Anderson’s
Second Cup
Artspace
Massage Therapies
Men’s Resource Ctre The Forks:
Libraries: Charleswood,
Distant Caravans
Bikram Yoga
River Heights
Hempyrean
Chocolate Shop
McNally-Robinson
Smoothie Bar
Cousin’s Deli & Bar
Radiance Gifts
Health Sciences Ctr University of Winnipeg
Spiritualist Fellowship Church
Libraries: Millennium, Vita Health - Osborne St. Pier Escapes
Osborne
World of Water, 1685 Corydon
Wolseley
Education Resource Cornish Library
St. Boniface
Centre (MHERC)
Hollow Reed Holistic
Dr. Feasey’s Chiropractic Ctr.
Cosmic Tools
Humbolt legacy
Natalie Leonard Chiropractic
Mondragon
Lotus House
Tattoo’s by Strider
Movie Village
Organic Planet
Tache Therapeutic Centre
Papa George’s
Prairie Sky Books

Where to find The Aquarian

HYPNOSIS/HYPNOTHERAPY
Catherine Holmes (hypnosis , E.F.T. , Counselling, Consultant) Private Classes--for appt 888-7053
Catherine Eby-Master Hypnotherapist, Time Line Therapy .................................................... 452-3277
Monique L. Dorge ....................................................................................hunakane@mts.net 254-8563
Karen Lee Edwards ......................................................................................hiiaka@mts.net or 832-8121
LOMI LOMI MASSAGE
Tim Evans, R.M.T. (Deep Tissue, Therapeutic, Relaxation, CranioSacral Therapy) .............. 237-0210
Karen Edwards, Certified Practitioner ....................................................... hiiaka@shaw.ca or 832-8121
MASSAGE
Tim Evans, R.M.T. (Deep Tissue, Therapeutic, Relaxation, CranioSacral Therapy) .............. 237-0210
Nadia, Hot Stone Massage,Hot Stone Reflexology feet & hands www.avotresanteinc.com 475 7683
MEDITATION
Claude – Meet your spiritual guide and learn to release stress .............reikiwinnipeg.com 783-5715
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
Science-based formulas, 100% potency guaranteed. Free info. ................................Paula 661-5218
PILATES
Fitness with grace: – 3 Locations:........ St. Vital 255-0939, near HSC 786-1070, & Regent 669-2369
PSYCHICS/READINGS
Psychic/Spiritual Readings & Counselling (Angel Communication) by Carole ..................... 487-0641
PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPY
Body-Mind Communication Analysis Monique L. Dorge, practitioner , hunakane@mts.net 254-8563
RAPID EYE TECHNOLOGY
Deborah Chester, RET, Reiki Master, Focusing Practitioner....Rev.D.L.Chester@simplyconnected.ca
Gail Gross RET, Reflexologist, Ear Candling, Reiki Level 2...................................................... 775-5394
REFLEXOLOGY
Nadia, Reiki Master, Hot Stone Massage, Reflexology, www.avotresanteinc.com ...............475 7683
REIKI
Karen Edwards, Master/teacher Traditional Usui, Karuna®, and LightarianTM hiiaka@mts.net . 832-8121
Catherine Eby – Master/Teacher Traditional Usui, Karuna, Lightarian..... .............................. 452-3277
Deborah Smith – Usui Reiki, Wei-Chi Reiki & more! Treatments & Workshops..........................792-3341
Claude - Usui, Karuna® & LightarianTM Master/Teacher .........................reikiwinnipeg.com 783-5715
Reduce stress with Reiki, visit HealingForLife.ca or call Alain ................................................ 293-6849
Christian Reiki Master/Teacher & Lightarian Reiki Master/Teacher with Marie J. Lucie ...... 257-5508
SHAMAN
Karen Edwards, Woman Who Stands on Two Mountains, Star People Clan hiiaka@mts.net 832-8121
THERAPEUTIC TOUCH
Laura Carroll, Reiki Master/Teacher, Reflexology, Nova Holistic Cente ............................................ 488-4576
Mary Jean Dresler, EFT Counselling, EFT workshops. ....................... mjdresler@mts.net 232 4499
VISCERAL MANIPULATION
Craniosacral, Lymph drainage, Reiki, Reflexology, Ion Cleanse, etc. .............................. 204-785-1463
WORKSHOPS
Emotional Freedom Technique Training, Level 1 & 2, Terry Harapiak ................................... 775-8782
EFT basic and followup workshop.Inquire at (Wpg.) .Mary Jean Dresler .. 232 4499 & 204 822 5193
YOGA
ESSENCE YOGA – Hatha & Kundalini Yoga with Deborah Smith. ..........................................792-3341
Metamorphose yoga centre: Ashtanga Yoga & Thai massage, Serge Salvador www.sergesalvador.com

St. Vital
A Healthier Way to Live
Borowski Health Foods Ltd.
Kas Sky
Libraries: Louis Riel,
St. Vital, Windsor Park
Radiance Massage Therapy
Winnipeg Reflexology Etc
St. Norbert: The Sanctuary
Fort Garry
Back In Motion
Vita Health - Kenaston
Libraries: Fort Garry,
Pembina Trail
Manitoba Tai Chi Assoc.
Pembina Chiropractic Ctr.
University of MB (UMSU)
Women’s Resource Ctr.

Brandon: W. Leigh Rains
Garson: Harvest Moon Cafe,
Earth ‘n Sole
Gimli: D. Perrin Truscott,
Fish Lips Hemp Shop
Gratton: MTT Service,
Horndean: Merle
Hwy. 2: Souris Rock Shop
Hwy. 9: Harry’s Foods
West Kildonan/Garden City Killarney: L. Van Damme
Lockport: Revitalize
North End Women’s Ctr.
Lorette: Evelyn’s Wigs
West-Kildonan Library
Pinawa: Unfolding Handicrafts
Wow Faktr
Pine Falls: Through
East Kildonan
the Arbour
Libraries: Henderson,
Portage la Prairie:
Munroe, Transcona
Mall: Spirit Path Healing Ctre
Serenity Oasis
Outside Winnipeg
Selkirk: Divas
Arnes: D. Perrin-Truscott
St. James/Portage
Deer Lodge Centre
Harry’s Foods
House of Nutrition
Libraries: St. James,
Westwood, West End
Sundragon Studios
Nutrition House - Polo Park
Star Grill

Clear Lake: Elkhorn Resort
Sioux Lookout : Crows
Cupboard
Souris: Souris Rock Shop
St. Andrews: Waterdance
Therapies
St. Laurent: General Store,
P. Bradley
Stonewall: Resource Library,
Yvonne Jansen
The Pas: V. McDuff, Tri Family
Health/Mystik Visions
Winnipeg Beach: Parks
Grocery
Around Town
Beausejour, Birds Hill,
Dauphin,Grand Marais,
Morden, Rivers, St. Adolphe,
Ste. Rose du Lac

